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The World Championship of Cowboy Action Shooting™ takes
place at Founders Ranch June of every year. The 10-day event
hosts competitors from across the globe to test their skills. This
Drone’s Eye View of the real estate required to put on the 2017
event depicts the enormity of the undertaking in stark detail.
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Guest Editorial

SASS Scoring
System Changes

October 2017

By Texas Jack Daniels, SASS #8587,

Patron Life, Regulator, Territorial Governor, RO Instructor

id I hear correctly? SASS® changed
its official scoring system for
SASS sanctioned matches. The regional,
divisional, national and world championships will now be TOTAL TIME.
After more than thirty years, why?
In short, I believe the Wild Bunch
listened to the requests of its members,
evaluated the data available, reached a
conclusion that it was appropriate to
make a change, and felt the change was
in the best interest of and aligned with
the desires of its membership.
SASS only sets the scoring system
requirement for the SASS sanctioned
matches at the regional level and above.
SASS sanctioned state matches and
local club matches are at the club’s discretion.
Whether you agree or not, there are
three requirements for a scoring system
in SASS today. One, it must determine
an overall winner. Two, it must determine winners for different categories. Three, it must treat all competitors fairly and
equally.
While many systems handle requirements one and two,
the focus was on requirement three. This was where I felt
overall rank points was starting to show its age. In 2016 I won
my category at END of TRAIL, but I wasn’t sure I really won.
Another fine shooter had beaten me 7 of the 12 stages. I won
on the rank point spread. So, I set out to really understand
that scoring system.
As our sport has matured, our large matches now have
hundreds of competitors and the rank point penalty is no
longer the same end to end. For example, if you were in the
top 10 percent on a stage and had a miss, it cost you 50 rank
points. If you were in the middle of the pack a miss cost you
150 rank points. If you were the fastest shooter on a stage and
shot one second slower you got five rank points. If you were
the 100th shooter and shot one second slower you got 32 rank
points. Slower shooters were accessed a larger rank point
penalty for their misses and hiccups. Total Time assesses the
same penalty regardless of your time and ranking. (Note: The
VISIT

examples herein are real, from a large major match, and are typical of the many stages analyzed.)
With Rank Points, competitors in one category can significantly impact the ranking of competitors in another category.
Fancy Fox might beat Thunder Bunny 7 out of 12 stages, but
throw in a few hundred competitors from other categories and
Thunder Bunny might win on rank points because the spread between the two of them changed stage to stage. Does this really
happen? A lot. Forty-nine percent of the competitors in one major
match alone were impacted by shooters in other categories.
Analysis of many large matches showed this happens very frequently. More than 33,600 times were evaluated and compared
using different systems.
At END of TRAIL this year I presented my analysis to the
assembled TGs and asked only one thing, “the TG’s consider the
data presented and go back to their clubs to discuss and consider
requesting the Wild Bunch to contemplate making a change,”
nothing more than that. The TGs assembled conducted a straw
poll to see who was in favor of this and most were in favor.
After that, as many of you noted, there was considerable dis(Continued on page 6)
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Dear Valued SASS Members,

fter careful consideration and evaluation of the countless requests and
movements regarding scoring methods for Cowboy Action Shooting™, the SASS Board of Directors do hereby decree that effective immediately, all SASS Sanctioned Cowboy Action Shooting™ matches are to
be scored using Total Time. A direct email has been sent to all Club contacts, SASS Sanctioned match directors, and event organizers giving notice
to this effect and requiring immediate changes to match planning to accommodate the change. SASS Sanctioned matches will no longer be allowed to use any other scoring method.
We feel strongly that this monumental change will garner great support
and appreciation from you—our valued members.

SASS Scoring System Changes . . .
(Continued from page 4)

cussion on the SASS wire on the topic. I can only surmise the Wild
Bunch noted the activity on the wire, examined the data presented,
and acted as they believed was in the best interest of our sport.
I could easily write to no end on this subject, but I will not.

VISIT

Misty Moonshine,
SASS #83232

For those interested, a full presentation link can be found on the
SASS wire. In closing, what is obvious to me is, The Wild
Bunch cares about SASS, cares about its members, and always
has the best interest of Cowboy Action Shooting™ at heart.
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By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Life Regulator

Captain George Baylor,
SASS Life / Regulator #24287

Photographs by Black Jack McGinnis, SASS #2041
and B. T. Blade, SASS #35685

!

ounders Ranch, New Mexico (near Edgewood), June 1525, 2017. The entrance to Founders Ranch is on a hill at
about 7000 feet. Even if you’ve been there for several END
of TRAILs you can’t help but feel anticipation, something close to
going downstairs to see your tree on Christmas morning. Your journey may be long. People come from Australia, Canada, Germany,

The Netherlands, New Zealand, and pretty much all over the
United States of America. Some start preparing the week after
last year’s END of TRAIL. Some have been coming for years.
Some are coming for the first time. But it’s always exciting.
As you go through the gate you see the sign, “END OF
TRAIL Welcome Members and Invited Guests” and know

While contestants were shooting stages, another kind of stage was taking passengers on a tour of Founders Ranch.
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Contestants heading for the warm up stages.

you’ve finally made it. Then you pass a
long line of banners on the fence advertising the clothes we wear, the equipment
we use, and the guns we shoot. Next you
see a welcoming booth, staffed by people
who want to be there to greet several
hundred friends, new and old.
Then you go down a winding road
that turns south with trees on the downhill (east) side. You realize everything is
green. You can see glimpses of the town
below through the trees. The first thing
you see is a huge circus-sized tent. That
wasn’t there before.
Going down the hill you notice the
RV parking rows have signs with names
now in addition to numbers, from Sundance Lane through Earp Lane, all the
way to Bonney Lane at Row One. There
are several signs welcoming you. You
also start noticing porta-potties, 77 toilets and eight sinks, six Special cleanings, and 15 four-yard dumpsters and
four large roll offs. You’re beginning to
realize this is a pretty big operation. The
main match had 600 entries, the largest

END of TRAIL 2017 . . .

in several years. Add conventioneers,
vendors, guests, and waddies, and well
over 700 people were involved.
There were several changes this year.
Previously the Belle Union was used as
general meeting and party room. It was
never big enough for 700-plus people. Now
it’s a dust and wind free home for several
vendors, among them Colorado Mountain
Hats, who have been coming for 28 years.
Outside, several long time vendors have
their spaces in the buildings. EMF and
Pietta, Cimarron Firearms, Ruger, and Taylor’s & Company all have building space.
The NRA display has several guns Clint
Eastwood used in movies. Sergeant Shuster
has a space for Kona Coffee sales, the daily
narration on the loudspeakers, and the lost
and found. River Crossing has an air-conditioned space next to the SASS Mercantile, which also displays the SASS
Museum. Shotgun Boogie has his shop
trailer and serves as emergency aid for
shooters who have gun problems. Other
vendors, like Mernickle Leather, Redwing
(Continued on page 10)
VISIT
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The Opening Ceremonies
Wednesday night included catering,
free beer, and soft drinks.
At the conclusion of the ceremony,
as he has done every year,
Judge Roy Bean, SASS #1,
declared this END of TRAIL open.
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Overall and Cowgirl winner
SASS Kicker awaits her turn
during Sunday’s Top Gun Competition.

(Continued from page 9)
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Trading Company, Doc’s Old West, and
Cowboy Shooters Supply have tents.
Buckaroo Bobbins has a trailer that expands into their shop and looks like an old
west building. D Bar J Hats has their own
building now, the former Chickaroo’s
building, providing them with an air conditioned, dust free environment for showing

their hats. Of course there are more vendors, more than I can list here, including
several excellent food vendors, including
the indispensable ice cream truck.
The biggest tent, the main tent has
seating for the awards presentation without going to standing room only. With the
dance floor left open and tables all
around, it is big enough for the parties.
They start early, Saturday, June 17, with
a welcoming party for Wild Bunch shooters with free food and drink. There was a
lot of that, Tuesday for Wild Bunch
awards, including side matches and costume awards and Wednesday after the
opening ceremonies. Santa Fe Brewing
Company provided beer on tap and, to
keep up with demand, had to make an unscheduled re-supply run mid week. All in
all, we consumed 124 gallons of beer
(kegs) plus 13 cases of canned/bottled
beer, and 36 flats of soda. That didn’t
count the four gallons of The Redhead’s
Margaritas dispensed on Earp Lane.
Parking Improvements
Parking was expanded. On the north
end of the range was the new, much-appreciated “Red” Parking Lot. Founders
Ranch has a rare geological phenomenon.
It’s uphill from the south shooters parking lot to Stage 1, and it’s also uphill
from Stage 1 to the south parking lot. The
walk from the south parking lot to Stage
1 used to be long, and the road back was

Diagram 1

SASS Scholarship Winner
Capitan Regulator and Justice Lily Kate.
At the opening ceremonies
SASS Scholarships were announced.
This year’s class of SASS Regulators,
as well.

longer. That’s changed now.
If you were shooting stages 1-4, you
could park in front of 1-4. If you were
shooting 5-8, you could park in front of
5-8. If you were shooting 9-12, then you
used the south Shooters Parking lot. The
one-time “VIP” lot near the middle of the
town was available to all. There was security, but it was almost invisible.

Diagram2
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— Lefty Eastman —
Plainsman Modern champion.
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Wild Bunch Match
Friday, June 16, a four-stage warmup match got things rolling. Then it was
four stages a day, starting at 8:30 a.m.
Texas Jack Morales was match director.
A few months ago in planning, Hipshot
called to coordinate the massive job of
having the right targets for 12 Wild
Bunch and 12 main match stages. Texas
Jack told him he needed 93 knockdowns.
Hipshot replied the ranch has only 67.
“Well, you better get to work getting
more.” The Wild Bunch match had 93
knockdown targets. By the way, “Makeups? We don’t need no stinkin’ makeups! This is Wild Bunch!”
Wild Bunch exists because of 1911s,
plain (Traditional category—one handed)
and fancy (Modern—two handed). All of
the stages revolve around the 1911. It’s
limited to five rounds in a magazine.
This bugs some people, but that multiplies the number of reloads, which is a
good thing. Main match rifles of .40 cal.
(.38-40) and larger, and Winchester 97s
and clones (including IAC 93/97s and
trench guns) or Winchester Model 12
(Continued on page 12)
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shotguns, all of which start the stage loaded, round out the armory. The 150-power factor for pistols and rifles is a striking
difference from the 60 in cowboy matches, hence 93 knockdowns. The pistol targets are usually at Cowboy Action
Shooting™ rifle distances, and the rifle targets are at 1999
Cowboy Action Shooting™ rifle distances. Some of the targets are small, but not as small and not as far away as a few
years ago. The paying customers, the average contestants,
have spoken in contestant evaluation reports at major
matches, and they like the course of fire to be possible, and
not just for 19-year-olds with telescopic vision. Some stages
didn’t involve rifles. Some didn’t use shotguns. All of them
used 20-30 1911 rounds. The 30 round stages had either rifle
or shotgun, not both.
As an example, Stage 5 (see diagram 1) had 30 pistol, 20
of which were knockdowns, and 10 rifle. It also included considerable movement.
The 12-stage course featured one swinging target, one
moving target, and one pop-up shotgun flyer. Small targets, 6"
diameter “hostage takers,” were limited to rifle on one stage.
Wild Bunch has been rejuvenated by the addition of senior categories, beginning at age 65, Men’s Senior Modern,
Ladies’ Senior Modern, Men’s Senior Traditional, Ladies’
Senior Traditional. Of 81 shooters, 31 shot in one of the men’s
senior categories, and seven in one of the ladies’.
Wild Bunch is scored using stage points. The stage winner

Match Directors Lassiter and Deuce Stevens.

gets 100% of the 10 points per target. Stage 5 would be a 400point stage. Categories are scored individually, and then everyone
is scored together for overall. So I can’t tell you stage times. I can
say Last Chance Morales got 3,949.2612 points, and 2017 Winter
Range Champion Captain Sam Evans got 3,916.0833 for second
overall. Top Lady was Texas Tiger. This brings up a scoring “oddity” of the system used in WBAS. Idaho Six Gun Sam was first

All berms had considerable work and were taller, straighter, and closer than last year.
Most of the permanent buildings received considerable work. Note, there was a lot of shade.
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in Ladies Modern with 3,764.3680 points. Half-A-Hand Henry
was second with 3,736.3875. Texas Tiger finished third. with
3,642.2694 points. Tiger won six stages but had a stage DQ.
But in overall scoring Texas Tiger had 2,712.7855 points.
Idaho Sixgun Sam was second lady with 2,710.9536.
Prizes went five deep in every category. The Globe trophies went to champions again, with smaller trophies for second and third. This year top 10 buckles were replaced with
large “Top Five” badges, and the category was on each badge.
Wild Bunch side matches were held in the afternoons
after the main match, including WBAS Five-Stand Team,
1911 Speed Pistol, WBAS Speed Rifle, and WBAS Speed
Shotgun. BAM (Bolt Action Military) Rifle used, as you
might expect, bolt action military rifles in military spec. Wild
Bunch Team Shoot called for four-man teams armed with
1911s and shotguns.
In addition, the Wild Bunch Costume Contest was judged
just after Monday’s shooting. Attendance was down. Keep
that in mind next year and wear your best Wild Bunch era costume on Monday. Then enter the contest. It’s kind of like the
lottery. You can’t win if you don’t enter.
Warm Ups
On Monday, cowboy warm ups began on stages 1-8 while
the Wild Bunch posses were shooting 9-12. On Tuesday all 12
stages were available for three flights. The warm up stages used
the same targets as the main match but a different course of fire.
Tuesday also featured a Cowboy RO1 course and a Wild

Most unusual vendor, Black Paw Gustavo used
Nineteenth Century equipment and techniques to take tintypes.

Bunch RO class.
Tuesday evening in the Main Tent the Wild Bunch World
Championship Awards and Dinner awarded costume awards and
main match awards, and included an excellent no charge dinner
catered by Jason’s Deli.
(Continued on page 14)

This year, the indoor Vendor’s Mall was in the Belle Union.
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Major Pain, Cattle Baron.

The Best All-Around Cowboy Side Match used
24 knockdown targets and main match guns.

(Continued from page 13)
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Plainsman Mini-Match and Side Matches
Wednesday featured a four-stage Plainsman Mini-match
and side matches. Texas Surrender required one pistol and a
shotgun. With the pistol, from Texas Surrender, engage a Texas
Star, and with shotgun four knockdowns. World’s Fastest Cowboy—This was an all knock down 10 rifle, 10 pistol, 4 shotgun
course. Speed events—Pocket Pistol, Derringer, Rimfire Pistol,
Rimfire Rifle, Speed Rifle, Speed Pistol, Speed Shotgun Double and 87/97. At the Shotgun Venue—Cowboy Clays, Cowboy
Clays Five-Stand Three-Man Team. Long range—Single Shot
Black Powder, Single Shot Smokeless, Lever Action Rifle Caliber, Lever Action Pistol Caliber, and Buffalo Rifle. Simultaneously, END of TRAIL hosted a Cowboy RO2 course, SASS
University Cobra Cat Transitions Clinic, Deuce Stevens Shotgun Clinic, and Doily Gang Ladies Only Transitions Clinic.
The Antique Shooting Gallery was open. This is a one-ofa-kind return to the past with an actual shooting gallery using
.22 rifles. A Cowboy Flea Market in the Main Tent featured all
kinds of Cowboy gear, firearms, and clothing.
The traditional Opening Ceremonies filled the Main Tent
in the evening, with the presentation of all of the flags of the

VISIT

The Texas Surrender Side Match used one revolver and a shotgun.
Targets were the Texas Star and knockdowns.

countries involved, and a moving rendition of the Star Spangled Banner by Autum Scott, a student at the University of
New Mexico earning her Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in Vocal
Performance. As a senior in High School, she earned an Award
for Outstanding performance in Carnegie Hall.
The awarding of the SASS Scholarships and this year’s
crop of SASS Regulators followed. Judge Roy Bean, as he has
at every END of TRAIL, declared END of TRAIL open. Another catered dinner by Jason’s Deli followed. Beer, wine, and
soft drinks were included.
Main Match
The match directors this year were Lassiter and Deuce
Stevens, They and their range masters did a super job. The
stages were excellent, and everything operated smoothly.
Bright and early Thursday morning, the sound of gunfire
filled the valley, really bright if you shot black powder. The
targets were between the shooter and the sun, and the backlight
on the white smoke turned it into a bright, white curtain. Black
powder shooters who survived the first two stages without a

US AT SASSNET.COM

Billy The Avenger was second in the
Modern Category in the Plainsman Mini-match.

END of TRAIL 2017 . . .

miss breathed a sigh of relief. Of the 600
main match entrants, 71 shot in the
“Frontier” categories. A special black
powder cleaning station was set up for
us. The prevailing winds would be
enough to blow the smoke away for most
of the week’s stages. The first four stages
went by quickly. None of the targets were
far away or particularly small. The stages
were uncomplicated. If you received a
procedural you probably earned it. The
conflict wasn’t between you and the
match director; it was between you and
your competitors.
In the Cowboy Stage 5 (diagram 2)
there were still a lot of targets, but
markedly closer. This was one of two

stages with revolver and rifle knockdowns.
Two knockdowns were reserved for the
rifle, and two for the revolvers. Four shooting positions were used. If you had vanquished all of the knockdowns, you only
had two shotgun targets. The timer operator would coach you with the number of
make-ups for knockdowns needed.
The theme of this match was the
western films of Clint Eastwood. With 12
stages, a lot of good starting lines were
used, including, of course, “Are you going
to pull those pistols or whistle Dixie?”
Three flights of 12 posses each shot
four stages a day, always adjacent stages,
1-4, 5-8, 9-12. I soon noticed there were
no long lines of posses waiting, and we
were always finished ahead of schedule.
Major Photography, a constant for
many years at END of TRAIL, took the
posse photos. The shooting costume judging started in the Gem Saloon during the

Overall and Cowboy winner Matt Black
shot 12 flawless stages in a
match-long duel with Missouri Lefty,
who also shot 12 flawless stages.
In the end Matt averaged
. 78 seconds faster.
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Quickest side match was the Derringer match.

mid shift and continued Friday, so you
would be not shooting at least one of the
times. It was getting hot, but I saw at least
one black frock suit and a lot of chaps.
Friday
By Friday most contestants realized
the match and all accompaniments were
going really well. This was all the more
amazing because there were only 19 waddies. Event workers used 17 golf carts and
eight were rented to contestants. Golf cart
rules have mellowed over the years. With
SASS aging, more contestants need them.
It was getting hot, but SASS fought
it with four 25-ton ACs with generators.
One AC unit was used in the Belle Union,
which enabled them to keep the doors
closed and the dust out. None of this
(Continued on page 16)
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END of TRAIL adopted the “If you come, we will build it”
philosophy. When you used the DOWLOADABLE Entry Form,
the Shooting Style categories and Black Powder categories had
instructions, “Please Choose Age Option First, Then Style Option.” The options were not on the online ordering form.
On April 17, SASS published “Who’s Coming” with each
category and the number of entries. Those with enough shooters to “make” were in green. Age based (two-handed) categories were protected whether they got seven (men’s) or three
(ladies’) or not. Those without were highlighted in red. The
deadline was May 1. Those non-protected categories without
enough entries would be deleted and the people in those categories would be informed and moved to the category of their
choice. A grass roots movement sprang up. Several people
started advertising the situation on the SASS Wire and Facebook and contacting people who would be good prospects for,
say, Elder Statesman Duelist.

Antique shooting gallery was available to all
and used in the Rimfire Rifle Match.

(Continued from page 15)
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came cheap. Total tent costs for 2017 (including tables, chairs,
AC’s, generators, linens) came to $39, 585.45.
Some interesting statistics:
• END of TRAIL spent a staggering amount on food/provisions/hospitality – $31,638.14. Only the Friday and Saturday
night dinners cost particiants extra.
• The event went through 97 gallons of Gatorade given out
by medical team nurses Dusty Garnet and EzGz, more than
1700 gallons of drinking water, and 1148 ten-pound bags of
ice. (Yes, 11,480 pounds of ice.)
45 Categories
Cowboy Action Shooting™ is an amateur sport. Amateur
sports usually have a lot of classes. Cowboy Action Shooting™
has categories – a growing list. There is a constant battle in
SASS between folks who want more categories and those who
don’t. Those who don’t are usually young or they shoot in an
aged-based category. Those who do are generally gunfighters,
duelists, and black powder shooters tired of competing against
people 50 years younger than they are.

END of TRAIL is not a “Lost Brass” match.
Brass pickers were Boy Scout Troop 285 for the
Wild Bunch match and 4H for the main match.

VISIT

Texas Jack Daniels shooting Frontier Cartridge Gunfighter.

By May 1 we had enough entries to have 45 categories.
Some you don’t normally see included were Elder Statesman
Duelist, Ladies Senior Frontier Cartridge, Senior Frontier Cartridge, Senior Frontier Cartridge Duelist, Silver Senior Duelist,
Silver Senior Frontier Cartridge Duelist, Senior Gunfighter,
Silver Senior Gunfighter, and Ladies Senior Gunfighter. Some
unprotected categories that often have trouble meeting the
seven men or three ladies minimum made it: Classic Cowgirl
and Ladies Frontier Cartridge Duelist.
A lot of the worry would be eliminated if more people entered before May 1. My suggestion is to take one of the donated
guns and have a drawing for it with only the names of entries
received by April 30 in it. This would encourage procrastinators.
Posse Shoots and Entertainment
Starting Friday, every posse took its turn shooting down
an innocent piece of lumber, a 4 x 4.
END of TRAIL was open to the public Friday and Saturday.
While contestants were shooting, entertainment started at the
outdoor stage, Native American Dancers, Syd Masters and the
Swing Riders, and Echoes of the Wild West Medicine Show.

US AT SASSNET.COM
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Friday Night
LOCAS, Ladies Of Cowboy Action
Shooting™, had a group photo at the end
of the shooting day. Ladies of Cowboy
Action Shooting™ were busy with various activities all through END of TRAIL.
Mr. Powdrell’s Barbeque, a long
time Albuquerque restaurant, served an

excellent Friday night dinner. Side match
awards and shooting costume awards
were announced. Over in the Gem Saloon
poker tournament director Poker King
ran the poker tournament in a professional manner, appropriately enough as
that’s what he does for a living.
Saturday
The final day of the match started off
windy and cloudy, to the delight of the
early morning black powder shooters.
The shoot went without incident and finished on time.
The evening Best Dressed Costume
Contest enjoyed the biggest entry in
years, which actually delayed the awarding of prizes enough to eliminate the traditional promenade.
Syd Masters and the Swing Riders
provided music for the Saturday night
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party. Los Cuates Mexican Food, really
appropriate for a New Mexico based
event, catered dinner. The big tent with
room for everyone certainly added to the
party. So did air conditioning.
Sunday
Sunday morning started at the Cowboy Memorial Chapel with Sunrise
Catholic Communion Services followed
by Cowboy Church. Then came the
Sweet Sixteen and Top Gun Shoot-offs
and Wild Bunch Shoot-offs, always a
spectator favorite. Then, in the big air(Continued on page 18)
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conditioned main tent, came the awards
presentation. Here the badges went 10
deep and said “Top Ten.”
This is where I break in and mention
something to future speakers at END of
TRAIL and elsewhere. SASS members
are aging, and thanks to modern medicine, a lot of us are still alive after our
warranties expired. Probably a third of
the entrants are wearing hearing aids and
more should. A lot of us can’t hear the average awards presentation. This isn’t a
comment on END of TRAIL. It’s a common big match problem. One suggestion,

emphasize names. Often I heard things
that sounded like, “And the SASS
Wooorld Chammmmpion in Claaassic
Coooowbooy is tbdly.” Who? No, it
should have been “And the SASS World
Champion in Classic Cowboy is Teeeee
Booooone Doooleeeey.” Emphasize the
name. The most important words are the
names you are saying. Everyone in the
room is listening for the name.
Results
END of TRAIL was scored on rank
points. Rank points are controversial.
Looking at the results I see Matt Black

VISIT
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solved the dilemma by winning both on
rank points and total time. Missouri Lefty
was second. Both were clean. The difference was in fractions of a second per stage,
with the difference being 9.38 seconds over
12 stages. 0.78 seconds per stage.
Top Lady, SASS Kicker, on the other
hand, won Cowgirl by 36.77 seconds.
Fairly quickly, all of the awards
were presented, the winners pictures
were taken, the 36 Spirit of the Game
awards (one per posse) were given out,
and the 127 clean shooters got their pins.
The Waddie Spirit Award went to
Hot Cole, SASS #34888. Volunteer for
next year’s END of TRAIL. END of
TRAIL needs you, and it’s fun.
And, then, suddenly, it was all over.
The only thing left was saying goodbye
to friends, congratulating winners, and
making your way home.

October 2017

July 1, 2017
One week later, all the people have
gone. The tents are gone. The vendors are
gone. The RVs are gone. The magical
END of TRAIL town is reduced to the
permanent structures, lonely for the noise
of laughter and conversation, greetings
and goodbyes, and, of course, the beep of
timers and the sound of gunfire. Next
year, the cycle will begin again. The tents
will rise. Buildings will be refurbished
and repainted again. New target arrays
will appear. Vendors will set up shop. The
smells of food vendors will waft across
the town. New shooters will arrive to
challenge returning champions. Old
friends will catch up on the year’s hap-
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END of TRAIL 2017 . . .
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penings. Everyone who experiences END
of TRAIL will come to the conclusion
that this is a one of a kind event. Nowhere
else in the world can you compete to become a SASS World Champion.
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Speed Pistol Gunfighter
Cowgirl—Shamrock Sadie
Cowboy—Smokestack
Speed Pistol Duelist
Cowgirl—Shamrock Sadie
Cowboy—Smokestack
Speed Pistol Two Handed
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Smokestack
Speed Rifle
Cowgirl—Shamrock Sadie
Cowboy—Waterloo
Speed Shotgun Double
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Cody James
Speed Shotgun Hammered
Double
Cowgirl—Hot Tamale
Cowboy—Dragon Hill Dave
Speed Shotgun ‘97
Cowgirl—Hey You
Cowboy—Missouri Traveler
Cowboy—Mica McGuire
Cowgirl—Half-A-Hand
Henri
Young Gun—Nicky Nine
Fingers
Modern

49’er

Buckarette

Buckaroo

B-Western
C. Baron

C. Baroness
Classic CB

Classic CG
Cowboy

Cowgirl
Duelist

E. Statesman

ES Duelist

Fr. Cartridge
FC Duelist

END of TRAIL Winners
October 2017

Side Match Winners

Speed Shotgun ‘87
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Crotchety Old Grouch
Pocket Pistol
Cowgirl—Ivy Wild
Cowboy—Last Chance Morales
Derringer
Cowgirl—Hey You
Cowboy—Smokestack
Texas Surrender
Cowgirl—Dew R Dye
Cowboy—Blackhawk Henry
Young Gun—Jus One Shot
Long Range Rifle Lever—
Rifle Caliber
Cowgirl—Texas Tiger
Cowboy—Jackpine Bill
Long Range Rifle Lever—
Pistol Caliber
Cowgirl—Texas Tiger
Cowboy—Jackpine Bill

Cowboy Clays Winners
Smokeless Team
Mica McGuire
Goatneck Clem
Capt. Sam Evans

Last Chance Morales
SASS #67180
OR
Traditional
Capitan Regulator
SASS #84262
NM
L. Modern
Idaho Sixgun Sam
SASS #28944
ID
L. Traditional Lady Jane
SASS #72857
NM

L. Sen. Mod.

Santa Fe River Stan
SASS #36999
Little Lady E
SASS #102718
Hotshot Cotton
SASS #102963
Slick McClade
SASS #69490
Rowdy Bill
SASS #9628
Shot-Z Lady
SASS #60903
T-Bone Dooley
SASS #36388
Serenity
SASS #64982
Matt Black
SASS #54580
SASS Kicker
SASS #91899
Pecos Nick
SASS #94945
Ole Short Tom
SASS #12635
Tumbleweed Dan
SASS #48676
Damascus Jon
SASS #87751
Four Bucks
SASS #36386

FC Gunfighter

FL
IN

AR

GA

NY

OR
TX

CAN
TX

AZ

NV
IN

TX

AZ
ID

Long Range Single Shot Rifle
Cowgirl—Shot Z Lady
Cowboy—Jim Miller
Long Range SS Rifle Black
Powder
Cowgirl—Ez Gz
Long Range Buffalo Rifle
Cowboy—Sarival Slim
World’s Fastest
Cowgirl—Dew R. Dye
Cowboy—James Samuel Pike
Young Gun—Nick Nitro
Rimfire Pistol
Cowgirl—Kathouse Kelli
Cowboy—Nick Nitro
Rimfire Rifle
Cowgirl—Missouri Mae
Cowboy—Naildriver

Black Powder Team
Half A Hand Henri
Mica McGuire
Tex

Wild Bunch Winners
L. Sen. Trad.

Senior Mod.
Sen. Trad.

Wild Bunch Side Match
Winners
Wild Bunch BAM Rifle
Lady—Idaho Six Gun Sam
Man—Last Chance Morales
WB 1911 Speed Pistol – Modern
Lady—Idaho Six Gun Sam
Man—Shell Stuffer
WB 1911 Speed Pistol – Traditional
Lady—Lady Jane
WB Speed Rifle
Lady—Lady Jane
Man—Capt. Sam Evans
WB Speed Shotgun
Lady—Lady Jane
Man—Capt. Sam Evans
WB Four-Man Team
• Back 40
• Billy the Avenger
• Shell Stuffer
• Mica McGuire
WB Wobble Trap Two-Man Team
• Capt. Sam Evans
• Last Chance Morales
WB Sporting Clays
Lady—Half-A-Hand Henri
Man—Mica McGuire
WB Five-Stand Three-Man Team
• Mica McGuire
• Capt. Sam Evans
• Last Chance Morales

Young Guns Team
Jus One Shot
Nicky Nine Fingers
Tater The Kid

Plainsman Winners

Second Fiddle Sue
SASS #55872
UT
Lawless Lil
SASS #80605
NM
Evil Roy
SASS #2883
TX
Marshall Stone
SASS #53366
AK

Main Match Winners

Billy the Avenger
SASS #92117
IL
Frontiersman
Shaddai Vaquero
SASS #69779
KY
Grand Patron
Papa Dave
SASS #17266
TN
Grand Dame
Two Sons
SASS #12636
IN
Gunfighter
Rusty Remington
SASS #61821
TX
Junior Boy
Spud
SASS #35418
PA
Junior Girl
Bonnie Macfarlane
SASS #92385
CA
Lady 49’er
Missouri Mae
SASS #80828
OK
Lady BW
Panhandle Cowgirl
SASS #77924
TX
Lady Duelist
Iron Maiden
SASS #67188
TN
Lady FC
Dixie Pistols
SASS #98145
GA
Lady FC Duel
Kiamichi Queen
SASS #26033
OK
L. Gunfighter
Shamrock Sadie
SASS #78511
SC
LS F Cartridge
Honey B Quick
SASS #47009
OH
LS Gunfighter
Henri
VISIT US AT Half-A-Hand
SASSNET.COM
SASS #9727
NM

Modern

Traditional

Lady Senior
L. S. Senior

L. Wrangler
La Patrona
Senior

S. Duelist

S. F. Cartridge

S. FC Duelist

S. Gunfighter
Silver Senior

SS Duelist

SS FC Duelist

SS Gunfighter
Wrangler

Ol #4
SASS #41004
Lefty Eastman
SASS #20645

AZ

CA

Sassy Dancer
SASS #70118
Lefty Jo
SASS #18830
Kathouse Kelli
SASS #72384
Lawless Lori Sue
SASS #80852
Roy’s Creek Dan
SASS #73697
Randy Saint Eagle
SASS #64903
Silver City Rebel
SASS #38607
Stone Creek Drifter
SASS #58853
Max Montana
SASS #23907
Long Swede
SASS #22129
Smokin’ Iron
SASS #22149
Big Iron Buster
SASS #9361
Lassiter
SASS #2080
Deuce Stevens
SASS #55996

AZ

CO

AUS
NM

OK
TN

GA

OH
IN

CA

OH

WA
OH

MI
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Unloading a 1911 Safely On The Line
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A

By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Life Regulator

Texas Tiger demonstrates a correct way to unload
a 1911 at the end of a stage in the rare situation in
which it ends loaded due to a malfunction. She has
dropped the magazine. She has grasped the slide
in a manner to keep her hand away from
the ejection port and pulled it sharply to the rear.
The round is in the air.
She isn’t trying to catch it.
Photo by Black Paw (Gustavo Castilla Photography)

Multiple time World Champion Texas Tiger
demonstrates an unsafe way to unload a 1911.
Her hand is over the ejection port and she is
racking the slide, which will eject the round and
possibly hit her hand and bounce back into the chamber
where the primer might be struck by the ejector,
the barrel hood, or the edge of the slide.
Photo by Black Paw (Gustavo Castilla Photography)

VISIT

n incident occurred at the END of TRAIL Wild Bunch match
that bears discussion to prevent a recurrence. The shooter
had a malfunction that required him to insert an extra magazine
to finish the pistol string. The string ended the stage. That left
him with a magazine with three rounds and one in the chamber at
the end of the stage. He correctly dropped the magazine. Then, to
eject the round, he racked the slide—but with his hand over the
slide. This is the method used to load a round into the chamber at
the beginning of the stage. The round apparently hit his hand and
bounced back into the chamber—backwards. The bullet was
against the breech-face. The slide closed. The barrel hood struck
the primer, igniting it. The brass opened up like a flower, and the
shooter’s hand was cut and powder burned. The posse marshal
immediately called for the medical staff and a few posse members
kept everyone out of the stage building who didn’t need to be
there. Dusty Garnet, the nurse, bandaged the hand and the shooter
shot the next stage. She cleaned the wound after the match. He
shot the rest of END of TRAIL.
Worst Case Example
A similar accident happened recently at a major (not SASS)
pistol match. In that sport, ending a stage with rounds still in the
pistol is common. The shooter had his hand over the ejection port
to catch the round so he wouldn’t have to pick it up. The round
detonated out of battery and did serious damage to his hand.
Normal End-of-Stage procedure
At Wild Bunch Action Shooting matches, stages are designed
so we shoot the 1911 until empty and restage it with the slide
locked back. Showing clear to the range officer is simple. Let him
see the empty mag well and empty chamber, then, on command,
lower the slide, pull the trigger, and holster. Take your time. You
may, if you prefer, use your weak hand to gently lower the slide

Next Texas Tiger is holding the slide back
so the Timer Operator can see the chamber
and the magazine well. Once the timer tells her,
she can lower the slide, pull the trigger, and holster.
Photo by Black Paw (Gustavo Castilla Photography)
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Unloading a 1911 Safely On The Line . . .

End of Stage with
Loaded Pistol Procedure
If you finish the stage with a round
in the chamber, drop the magazine. Grasp
the pistol from behind, pinching the rear
of the slide (where the grooves are) and
pull the slide to the rear briskly, ejecting
the round forcibly. Don’t try to catch it.
Don’t drop the slide. Hold the slide back
so the chamber and mag well can be
checked. Then continue with the normal
unloading procedure. Lower hammer,
pull trigger, holster.
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How to Avoid Ending a Stage
With a Loaded Pistol—
The Barney Fife Method
Keep one magazine with one round in
it in the back mag pouch, facing rear,
preferably a different color from the others. If you have a malfunction and need
one more round to complete the string, use
it. Load the magazine and fire the round.
Now your pistol is empty. The slide is
locked back. Continue as needed.

Shooter’s hand a few minutes later.

to eliminate wear on the sear. You also
eliminate sear wear by applying pressure
on the trigger while pressing the slide release to drop the slide. Then PULL the
trigger while pointing the gun safely
downrange to lower the hammer. Don’t
lower it gently. That could (worst case
example) leave a round in the chamber.

Close up of the primer shows
indentation that matches
the corner of the barrel hood.
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.45 ACP brass after
out of battery discharge.
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Remember Posse15!
By Will Two-Gun Adams, SASS #89352

I

t may go down in END of TRAIL annals as one of the
most unique collections of shooters ever. From Sassy
Dancer shooting mid-teens to the father/daughter
gunfighter duo of Miss Gypsy Rose and Myles Houston,
it had a little bit of everything. Expertly marshaled by
Blue Ridge Ranger, we were the largest posse at END of
TRAIL. Our apologies certainly go out to posse 14,
which had the somewhat dubious distinction of following
us for three days, but nary a complaint did we hear from
them when gun carts invariably gathered behind us.
Surely there was an inward groan, a sideward glance
or two from posse members that first baking midday start
when roll call was taken — new buckaroos! A new junior
boy! A rookie wrangler father! And they’re all sharing
two sets of guns? Wait, make that just one Chinese-made
97 amongst them? OH, MY. WILL WE EVER FINISH A STAGE?
But then the lead began to fly. Lo and behold, these
kids could actually shoot! From tiny, eight-year-old Skrap
P. (his name backwards), clad in natty Scottish attire, to
VISIT

older brothers Gut C. Gunman and D. Stroyer, to cousins
Grit and Heartbreak Kid (both seasoned veterans of one
whole year) they not only knocked down the knock downs
with that solitary 12 gauge, but reset them with lightning
speed! Obviously, kudos are due to their dads (and patient
moms) for showing these waifs in boots how things are supposed to be done—the Cowboy Way. MAYBE THIS ISN’T GONNA
TAKE FOREVER AFTER ALL

To borrow from a horrible cliché, “It takes a posse to
raise a Cowboy Action Shooter™.” Never was this more
apparent than on posse 15 at END of TRAIL 2017 when the
help started pouring in. Youngsters were taken under experienced and protective wings; creaky knees bent to whisper
tips in eager ears; patient reminders were issued to pick up
long guns after a particularly good run amid bright smiles
all around—we fortunate few were taken back to when the
Cowboy Action Shooting™ world was new.
Then the help came from outside the posse. Gunsmoke
Cowboy and Capitan Regulator chimed in with tuned re-

US AT SASSNET.COM

volvers and the ammo to go with it. Jared of Long
Hunter Shooting Supply, replaced the broken hands and
fixed the timing on not just one, but both of the brand
new SASS Vaqueros Mountain Lion bought for his kids
to practice with two weeks before the match. (Evidently
that answers the question of, “Can you dry-fire Rugers
to death?”) And then they watched Missouri Lefty shoot
a stage in five seconds (okay, okay… maybe I exaggerate just a bit LITTLE), who afterwards graciously came to
the fence and shared with them his tips on reaching the
top, shaking hands all around. Never had we felt so
much pride in all of our Cowboy compatriots. We remembered this is a sport filled with helpful competitors.
Nine stages in, ten year-old Gut C. Gunman tried to
make up some lost time on a cranky rifle and dropped
his second revolver… loaded. We all know what that
means, even if he didn’t at the time. It was hard for him
to fathom that all his fun had come to such an immediate
and crashing stop. But after taking some time off a few
feet away for “reflection,” that young Cowboy came
right back and showed what “gutsy” really means. He
finished out the day by helping with normal posse duties—and with a smile, at that! Well, perhaps “rueful
grin” might better describe it. Posse marshal Blue Ridge
Ranger made it his mission to take the castaway under
his tutelage, for such is the Cowboy Way.
So here’s to posse 15! And here’s to the whole Cowboy Action Shooting™ family at END of TRAIL 2017.

Remember Posse 15! . . .
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You are the reason buckaroos (and buckarettes next year)
will be coming back. From the bottom up to the very pinnacle, they are what make this work the way it does. Pat
yourself on the back, for you’ve well earned it. And if you
ever get to wondering what you spend all the money and
travel all the miles and take all the trouble for—just remember posse 15, chock-full of buckaroos!
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COSTUME CONTESTS AT THE 36TH ANNUAL

END of TRAIL

F

A Banner Year for Costumes
By Cat Ballou, SASS #55

Photographs by Black Jack McGinnis, SASS #2041

ounders Ranch, New Mexico. The END
of TRAIL 2017 is now in the SASS® history book, and it was a banner year for costumes. Many folks entered the numerous
costume contests, and their costumes were
truly stellar.
END of TRAIL is the world championship of Cowboy Action Shooting™ and
also the World Championship of Costuming,
so there are numerous costume contests in
which folks can participate. A Wild Bunch
costume contest takes place during the Wild
Bunch shooting competition. During the main
event two costume contests take place—the
Daytime Shooting Costume Contest, judged
during the Thursday and Friday shooting relays, and the Best Dressed Costume Contest
held Saturday evening. Daytime costume categories include Best Shooting Costumes—
Men, Ladies, Juniors, Gun Carts,
Conventioneers, Waddies, and Sutlers. Saturday night brings out the “cream of the crop”
in the Best Dressed categories of Men, Ladies,
Military, Juniors, and B-Western Men and
Ladies. Mounted Shooters hold their own costume contest, which includes the horse’s tack.
Our continuing sponsor for all the costume contests is Wild West Mercantile of
Mesa, Arizona. They have been our costume
contest sponsor for nearly three decades. Please
visit their website at www.wildwestmercantile.com for some of the finest in Cowboy Action outfits. Thanks again to Claudia Feather
and Dan Scully for supporting costuming at so
many major matches throughout the country.
Costume contests can’t happen without
judges, and this year I stepped in to help judge
as two of our regulars, Sloan Easy and Creek
Harding, were unable to attend. Wild Bunch
judges were Copper Queen and myself, while
Happy Jack “wrangled” the sign ups.
Daytime Shooting Costume judges were
Copper Queen and myself for all the shooting
costumes and Sundown for gun carts, while

WB Winners ‘17

– Wild Bunch Lady –
Second place, Dixie Bell, SASS #5366.
Attired in a white cotton peasant top
and trousers, complete with a Mexican
sash and an antique silver cuff,
she is dressed as a revolutionary
out to avenge her husband’s death.
She is armed to the teeth with her
brother’s .45-70 and her trusty 1911.
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Cat Ballou,
SASS #55

– Wild Bunch Lady –
Third place, Kathouse Kelli, SASS #72384.
A Mexican “Adelita” (woman soldier),
she wears a flamenco-style blouse
and skirt, a corset made from
Adelita scenes, topped with a bandoleer
and carrying her 1911. She also wears her
dancing shoes as now the fighting is over,
and it’s time to dance with her Sergeant.

WB Winners ‘17

– Wild Bunch Man –
First place, Captain George Baylor,
SASS #24287. Dressed as an officer
from the 11th Cavalry,
1916 New Mexico Punitive Expedition
led by General “Black Jack”
Pershing in pursuit of Pancho Villa
after his destructive raid on Columbus,
New Mexico, his uniform is an
exact rendition of those worn on
that excursion. His officer’s hat
sports the correct 3"- 4 " brim
with stitching. His uniform is made
of khaki cotton instead of wool.
He wears leather puttees and
1904 walking shoes, a 1905 garrison belt,
1912 spurs, antique goggles,
correct officer’s tie, and carries his
1911 in a period correct holster.
The only accessory not present is
his 1914 Dodge touring car
that Lt. George Patton had borrowed
to pursue some Villistas.
Lt. Patton brought back
their bodies on its hood.

– Wild Bunch Man –
Second place, Wild Horse John,
SASS #85994. Dressed as a
West Texas /Lea County New Mexico
rancher from 1915, wearing a
plaid wool vest, period correct felt hat
and eye glasses, cavalry boots,
carrying a pocket watch with a
Masonic fob, and wearing a 1911
given to him by an anonymous
Texas senator. He now herds his cattle
in a Model T rather than on horseback.

“costume wrangler,” Happy Jack, handled the
sign-ups. Copper Queen and Happy Jack visited all the vendors and judged their costumes
on site since vendors are always busy selling
their wares to event participants.
Best Dressed Costume judges were Copper Queen, Baby Jane Doe, and myself, while
both Happy Jack and Sundown assisted as
“costume wranglers.” It was very exciting to
see all the participants presenting their terrific
costumes that evening. We really had quite a
large group of entrants.
After not judging for quite a few years, I
have great appreciation and respect for anyone
who takes on judging duties at many of our
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– Wild Bunch Lady –
First place, EZ GZ, SASS #83885.
Dressed as Rosa de las Flores,
a Mexican flower seller from the
war-ravaged town of Agua Verde,
which had been invaded by the
North Americanos. She is now
making many pesos from selling
so many flowers for so many funerals.
Rosa’s turquoise peasant dress is
adorned with embroidered
handkerchiefs on the top and around
the hem. She wears a cream-colored
vintage felt sombrero also decorated
with pink roses and the Mexican eagle
emblem. Her hair is braided in the style
of the area and her gun cart
is festooned with roses.

matches. The ensembles I was privileged to
judge this year were some of the very best I
have ever seen at this event. Even with our
judges’ scoring sheets, it was a very difficult
task determining the winners from such magnificent costumes.
During the awards ceremony, the judges
and costume wranglers were presented with
plaques of appreciation for all their years of
judging the contests at END of TRAIL. Costume judging is one of the most difficult things
to do, and our judges throughout the years are
some of the most knowledgeable in our sport.
Thanks again to all our judges, past and present!
So, take a look at all the photos of the costume winners, first through third place, and the
descriptions of their winning outfits. Thanks
again to everyone who participated in all the
costume contests at END of TRAIL. Costuming is one of the reasons Cowboy Action Shooting™ continues to be the greatest sport in the
world with the greatest people involved! Hope
to see you all at next year’s END of TRAIL.
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Daytime Winners ‘17 • CONVENTIONEERS

Cowboy Chronicle

– Conventioneer Lady –
First place, Comin in Hot, SASS #102594.
Dressed B-Western with a leather fringed
skirt, great fringed leggings, a
“bling” belt, beautiful B-Western shirt,
turquoise jewelry, and braid trimmed hat.

– Conventioneer Lady –
Second place, Frontier Faith,
SASS #94293. Dressing in the 1890s
period, she is going to a political meeting
to secure voting rights for Texas women.
She wears a beautiful embroidered
shawl, an embellished fan, and a
velvet hat with roses.

!
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– Conventioneer –
Man, First place, Calvin N. Hobbes,
SASS #17218. Attired as an Indian Scout
from J.D. Challenger’s painting,
“Wears White Man’s Power,” wearing a
red polka dot shirt and tie, silver scarf, a
horse fetish, with elaborate and beautiful
beadwork on his gloves, quirt, and hat.
His coat is an Indian War’s style with
beaded epaulets. His holsters and rig are
embellished with silver tacks and conchos.
( The judges agreed this was one of
the most stunning outfits ever seen at
END of TRAIL. )
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Daytime Winners ‘17 • CONVENTIONEERS

– Conventioneer –
Man, Second place,
Gusty Winds,
SASS #81657.
As a Scout for
General Miles,
he is dressed
in a
buckskin shirt
with fringe
and beading
and wears a beaded
“possibles” bag.
He chose a wide
brimmed hat with
beaded hatband
to shield him
from the sun.

– Conventioneer –
Man, Third place,
Minnesota Clay,
SASS #45970.
He wears an
1876 US Army field
uniform from the
Fifth Cavalry
out of Ft. Leavenworth,
Kansas on his way
to participate
in maneuvers
on the Western plains.
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Daytime Winners ‘17 • VENDORS

– Best Dressed Vendor – Lady –
Talkalittle Sherrie, SASS #23161,
from Mernickle Leather.
Sherrie took on Steampunk this year
and did a great job with her Steampunk
ensemble complete with “flip up” glasses.

– Best Dressed Vendor – Man –
Slick McClade, SASS #69490, of Slick’s Magic Gun.
Slick always dresses B-Western. His outfit is a black and silver embellished shirt,
black pants, chaps, boots, and silver inlayed Emerson spurs.

Daytime Winners ‘17 • WADDIES

– Best Dressed
– Waddie – Lady –
Sunshine Belle,
SASS #91375.
She wears an
1880s style
calico dress trimmed
with a lace collar.
She carries a
parasol to protect
her skin from the
hot New Mexico
sun and a teapot,
as she works in a
tea shop
(the tea tent at
END of TRAIL).

– Best Dressed Waddie –
Man –
XMark, SASS #105267.
Dressed as an
1881 cowboy,
XMark made his
elk skin chaps
and carries a
braided leather whip.
This was his first year
as a Waddie at
END of TRAIL.
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Daytime Winners ‘17 • GUN CARTS

– Guncarts – First place –
M. T. Jar, SASS #97360.
Exquisite walnut cabinetry
with a redwood rolltop
and a carving on its
front of a jar and guns.

– Guncarts – Second place –
Quickly Downunder, SASS #99856.
This guncart is adorned with 1300 tacks,
Amish wheels, a cowhide seat, and trim.

October 2017

Daytime Winners ‘17 • MEN

– Shooting Costume Man – First place –
Cheyenne Wolf, SASS #104946.
Dressed as the son of a Cheyenne chief
and a German mother, he made and
beaded his leather leggings, moccasins,
belt, rifle stock, and
fashioned his “spirit” necklace.

– Shooting Costume Man –
Second place –
Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287.
Dressed as an 1880s Montana cowboy,
wearing a sun-faded double-breasted shirt,
shotgun chaps, cuffs, tobacco pouch,
period style boots and spurs,
VISIT
AT SASSNET.COM
andUS
Boss
of the Plains hat.
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– Guncarts – Third place –
Silver Heart, SASS #48482.
Everything is coming up pink
on this guncart because
Silver Heart always dresses in pink
and so should her gun cart!

– Shooting Costume Man – Third place –
Quickly Down Under, SASS #99856.
Dressed as a B-Western bounty hunter,
his rig, holsters, bandolier, and spurs
are adorned with silver conchos
and silver scorpions.
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Daytime Winners ‘17 • JUNIORS

– Shooting Costume – Junior –
First place, Cataztrophe, SASS #97878.
Dressed as a working cowboy with
leather cuffs, chaps, spurs, and vest,
he chose a Derby as his hat
instead of a Stetson.

– Shooting Costume – Junior –
Second place, Fast Draw Fawn,
SASS #94157. Fawn decided upon
the B-Western cowgirl look with red
and white skirt and red-fringed boots.

– Shooting Costume Junior –
Third place, Longhorn Lizzy,
SASS #104473. Lizzy sports a
more traditional look, wearing a
calico dress with a white pinafore
and a black beaver hat.

– Shooting Costume – Lady –
First place, Texas Flower, SASS #43753.
Wearing a replica of an 1898 ladies
bicycle riding outfit, complete with
leggings, feathered hat, leather gloves,
and antique bicycle goggles
discovered on Ebay.

– Shooting Costume Lady –
Second place, Shotglass, SASS #17153.
Dressed in an exquisitely embroideredwith-pheasants riding outfit, she wears
her hair in a snood under a feather hat,
VISIT
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gloves,
carries a quirt.

– Shooting Costume Lady –
Third place, Miss Tabitha, SASS #26972.
Dressed as an actual working cowgirl
in a leather skirt, vest, and cuffs,
with a large silk scarf, fancy leather belt,
and a wide brimmed beaver hat.

Daytime Winners ‘17 • LADIES

Best Dressed Winners ‘17 • B WESTERN LADIES

– B-Western /Silver Screen – Ladies –
First place, Sonora Blaze, SASS #69510.
Sonora’s stunning blue and white outfit
embellished with thousands of
rhinestones and rhinestone hand cut
fringe, is a replica of one worn by the
Queen of the Cowgirls, Dale Evans.
Kathouse Kelli made the ensemble and
Sonora accessorized it with a
B-Western style Stetson, white-fringed
boots, decorated cuffs, blue scarf,
and silver slide.
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– B-Western /Silver Screen – Ladies –
Third place, EZ GZ, SASS #83885.
EZ made her Steampunk outfit,
which features a belt made from gun
and clock parts on her corset, decorated
riding hat with goggles, a lapel watch
and a necklace watch, and
brown and white laced shoes.

– B-Western /Silver Screen – Ladies –
Second place, Lil McGill, SASS #85754.
Lil’s outfit, also made by Kathouse Kelli,
pays homage to one worn by
Betty Hutton in the 1950s film,
Annie Get Your Gun.
A beautiful sunflower yellow, it is
decorated with silvery white
embroidered flowers on the
shirt and skirt, and tan suede fringe
on the shoulders and hem.
A yellow B-Western Stetson,
a bling belt, leather gloves, and fancy
stitched boots complete the look.
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Best Dressed Winners ‘17
• B WESTERN MEN
– B-Western / Silver Screen –
Men –
First place,
Dragon Hill Dave,
SASS #59561.
Dragon Hill goes
all out Steampunk
as an airship
commander from
The Wild, Wild, West.
He also carries a glass
grenade on his hip!

– B-Western /Silver Screen –
Men –
Second place,
Texas Jack Diamondback,
SASS #81453. Texas Jack
opts for a traditional
B-Western look.
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Best Dressed Winners ‘17 • COUPLES

– Best Dressed Couple – First place –
Hawkshaw Fred, SASS #36811,
and Annie D Vine, SASS #103798.
Dressed as a wedding couple going to
their nuptials at the Grand Canyon,
Annie wears a vintage wedding dress
embroidered with flowers and pearls,
long white gloves, a flowing veil, and
carries a sprig of orchids, while
Hawkshaw looks nervous
in his period correct tuxedo
and black top hat.

– Best Dressed Couple – Second place –
Minnesota Clay, SASS #45970,
and Frontier Faith, SASS #94293.
Dressed as a school master and his lady
on their way to a Chautaugua Society
meeting (an adult literary society popular
in the late 19th century) in the 1880s,
he wears a brown frock coat,
tan wool pants, striped vest with ascot,
and a top hat. Faith completes
her ensemble with a
beautiful lace shawl, flowered hat,
ornate fan, and purse.

– Best Dressed Couple – Third place –
Side Show, SASS #105054,
and Clara Barton, SASS #105055.
Dressed as a couple on a theatre outing,
Clara Barton wears an 1860s red cotton
with black stitching ensemble with a
vintage black ostrich feather hat,
her grandmother’s cameo pin, and
carries an antique velvet purse
with silver clasp. Side Show wears
a black collarless jacket, red ascot,
striped pants, and
black paisley scrolled vest.

Best Dressed Winners ‘17 • JUNIOR BOYS

– Best Dressed Junior Boy –
– First place –
Hammer Rock, SASS #86674.
He wears a vintage
1950s re-enactor’s
Confederate Artillery uniform
made by a company
that produced these uniforms
beginning in the early 1900s.
Red signifies Artillery
and is on his collar and sleeves,
as well as his sash
and gold braided Kepi hat.
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– Best Dressed Junior Boy –
– Second place –
Cataztrophe, SASS #97878.
He is dressed as a dirty,
dusty cowboy (his words).

US AT SASSNET.COM

Best Dressed Winners ‘17 • JUDGES

END of TRAIL judges proudly display their
appreciation plaques at the Sunday awards ceremony
(l-r) – Sundown, Copper Queen, and Happy Jack.

Best Dressed Judges
(l-r) Cat Ballou, Copper Queen, and Baby Jane Doe
listen intently as El Aquilar describes his outfit.
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– Best Dressed Ladies –
– First place –
Texas Flower, SASS #43753. This 1865
theatre gown is a replica of one worn by
Clara Hamilton Harris, a guest of Abraham and Mary Lincoln in their box at
Ford’s Theatre, on the night of April 14,
a witness to President Lincoln’s assassination. Her gown is of pink moire watered silk with black velvet trim on the
bodice, sleeves and skirt’s sash. Her
white chiffon blouse has period correct
Pagoda sleeves. She wears black gloves
and attached to her chatelaine is an antique velvet purse and fan. An antique
black cameo is pinned to her bodice’s
collar. Her hair is styled in the late 1860s
style with a small lace trimmed headpiece. To complete her outfit, she carries
a set of antique opera glasses.

– Best Dressed Ladies –
– Second place –
Kathouse Kelli, SASS #72384. This late
1870s–1880s theatre gown was made by
Kelli and features a cuirass bodice embellished with silk organza flowers, also
hand made. Her ruffled underskirt is tiers
of chiffon and lace. She wears a gold
tiara, long white gloves, carries a fan and
antique opera glasses. Hair is styled according to the period.
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– Best Dressed Ladies –
– Third place (Tie) –
Dixie Bell, SASS #5366. As a rancher’s
wife going to church on Sunday, this
1870s three-piece bustled walking dress
is navy striped cotton trimmed in white
on the ruffled hem, sleeves, train, and
vest front. Her flowerpot straw hat is
embellished with navy and blue feathers. She wears Victorian bracelets, necklace, and earrings, and a reticule hangs
from her chatelaine.

ADIES
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Best Dressed Winners ‘17 • MILITARY

– Best Dressed Military –
– First place –
El Aquilar, SASS #43539.
Dressed as a Chiricahua
Apache scout, the Great
Eagle, this is a stunning
outfit with all the accessories a scout of this time
period would have worn.
His face is painted and
ready for battle.

– Best Dressed Ladies –
– Third place (Tie) –
Shotglass, SASS #17153. A stunning blue
and gold 1870s dinner dress with gold brocade on bodice, trimmed with gold lace at
the bodice, sleeves, and ruffled hem. She
carries an antique gold ostrich fan in her
long white buttoned gloves and wears a
gold and blue decoration in her hair which
is worn in the style of the period.
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– Best Dressed Military –
– Second place –
Hank Hills,
SASS #78028.
Dressed in an 1898
Rough Rider’s uniform
complete with .30-40 Krag
rifle ready to join
Colonel Roosevelt’s
regiment.
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– Best Dressed Junior Girl –
– First place –
Fast Draw Fawn, SASS #94157.
Depicting a gun twirler
in a Wild West Show,
she wears a red bandana print
fringed skirt, a blue denim shirt
with red bandana accents,
red-fringed boots, and a black hat
festooned with a black rose.

– Best Dressed Junior Girl –
– Second place–
Darlin’ Diamondback, SASS #103899.
She wears a blue satin gown
with lacy trim on the bodice
and underskirt panel,
carries a black fan, and
wears a hairpiece with a
blue feather decoration.

– Best Dressed Junior Girl –
– Third place–
Longhorn Lizzy, SASS #104473.
She wears a white English blouse,
gold lace embroidered skirt,
lace gloves, and a small
black flower pot hat
with feathers.

•

SASS
Scholarship
Help Educate
Our Youth
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Best Dressed Winners ‘17 • MEN

– Best Dressed Men – First place –
Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287.
Dressed as an 1890 Texas legislator in an
exact replica of a sack suit currently on exhibit in a Wisconsin museum, he sports a
rosebud in his tussie-mussie, wears an appropriate grey Derby hat, white shirt with black
bowtie, gold pocket watch and chain, period
correct shoes, and carries a walking cane.

/

– Best Dressed Men – Second place –
Wild Horse John, SASS #85994. Dressed as
the owner of a Cheyenne Wyoming sporting
house, The Depot, he is dressed to the hilt
in tan plaid wool frock coat and vest, brown
plaid trousers, gold pocket watch and chain
with an elk tooth fob, hat with a silver knotted hat band, and ivory rabbit head cane.
He’s looking very prosperous!
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– Best Dressed Men – Third place –
Doc Joker, SASS #75680. Attired as a druggist and gambler from 1887, he wears a burnt
orange frock coat, brown striped vest and
pants, white leather gloves, pocket watch
with gold chain, stylish hat, tussie-mussie
with a flower, and carries a walking cane. He
also assured the judges he carried cures for
their possible “female ailments.”
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. Mounted Style ,

Sassy Susie Q,
SASS #59662

ND of TRAIL started early with a
work party and lots of labors of love.
Special thanks go to all of those dedicated members who helped out, and not
just a little, but big time. We painted the
grandstand and the crow’s nest, replaced
carpet, weed whacked and cleaned up,
cleaned out the trashcans and put in trash
liners, we put out the flags of the states
and all the SASS® sponsors’ banners, to
name just a few things. Nine of us
worked for several hours to get everything looking good.
In addition, more special thanks go
to behind the scenes workers Cinch Cutter and Bam Bam (tractor drivers), and
Bam Bam for setting up courses; JED for
being Range Officer; Kat Knik for announcing; Beverly for keeping scores;
Kristy Kagan for computer set ups and
maintenance as well as sponsoring three
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By Sassy Susie Q, SASS #59662
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END of TRAIL • Mounted Style . . .

balloon setters in the quick draw contest. Chili Hills was one
of our sponsors from Edgewood, providing several meal gift
certificates for our out-of-towners. Pat and Mari Roberson
were sponsors of the T-shirt sales and fund raising.
We had a yummy pot luck Thursday, following several warm
up stages with great coaching by Cinch Cutter. Friday morning
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opening ceremonies were led by Firefox in posting of the colors. The
main match consisted of six stages, three on Friday and three on Saturday. Side matches were held each day as well.
I finally made the first page of the paper, East Mountain
Telegraph, on June 29, 2017. And a grand time was had by all.
Surprise! As a joyful ending to the match, Songbird Annie
not only won an EMF Great Western II revolver in the prize drawing, but due to her bravado and mounted shooting determination,
the gun was upgraded and expanded to two guns—the GW II Pony
Express model specifically designed for Cowboy Mounted Shooting. These guns were donated by EMF Company (Debbie Sims)
together with Pietta Firearms (Alchimista). Now she will have a
matched pair. What fine companies with whom to do!
Results—Clinch Cutter beat out Bam Bam (who had won
overall the last three years and is reserve men’s for 2017) for
Overall by two seconds, and Firefox/TaWillow Romero won
Ladies’ Overall, followed by Silver Bullet for Reserve Ladies.
Divisional buckle winners included some new ones and we
were so happy for them. Mens 1 – Pistola Pete; 2 – TR Twister
(also 4th overall); 3 – White Wolf Rider; 4 – Chili Cowboy, 5 –
Clinch Cutter; Ladies 1 – Songbird Annie; 2 – Silver Bullet; 3 –
Lady Moon Dancer; 4 – Firefox.
Pony Express Winners – Arab Angel and Lady Moon Dancer.
Quick Draw – Clinch Cutter first and friend Daniel Gammill second.
Shotgun – TR Twister.
World Speed Contest – Bam Bam.
All Around Cowboy – Clinch Cutter.
Costume Contest – Colorado Cupcake, Ladies’; Calvin N.
Hobbes, Men’s.
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DISPATCHES FROM
.CAMP BAYLOR ,
Captain George Baylor,
SASS Life / Regulator #24287

C

hoice Ammunition is located in Victor, Montana, or as they put it, “in
the scenic Bitterroot Valley of the Big
Sky Country in Western Montana.” It has
a 6,000-square-foot manufacturing and
distribution facility that produces more
than 260 different rounds of hand loaded
premium ammunition. They started with
safari ammunition, which needs to be extremely precise and reliable. They make
defense ammunition with equivalently
loaded practice ammunition so you can
practice with the same load you carry
without shooting several hundred expensive defense loads.
They make competition ammunition
for long range, Three Gun, and—appropriately enough here—Cowboy Action
Shooting™. They just started doing Cow-

The Ransom Rest and Oehler 35P
Chronograph setup at Founders Ranch.

Choice Ammunition
By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Life Regulator

.357 magnum 125-grain LTC Cowboy Action Shooting™ load.

boy ammunition. Dan Fison (Badwater
Dan, SASS #25001) sent me sample
boxes of most of their Cowboy ammunition to evaluate.
The ammunition is so new it didn’t
come in the neat vintage style boxes
shown. The standard boxes work fine.
The plastic trays look durable. The ammunition also came with Winchester
primers. These work for most competition ammunition, but in Cowboy Action
Shooting™ some of us lighten everything
and some of us have all of our guns tuned
to work with Federals, which will go
bang with lighter hammer strikes. However, they have switched to Federals in
production. Dan managed to send me
some .357 Magnum with Federal primers
in time to beat the deadline but not in
VISIT
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time to chronograph. The original .357
was RNFP 1.49” OAL with a claimed velocity of 725 feet per second. The replacement is TCFP 1.58" OAL. This just
happens to be about max length for
Uberti 66/73 carriers (1.43 works well;
the 125-grain RNFP .38s at 1.35" won’t
work in them). It also is a length that
works very smoothly in those rifles.
Claimed velocity is 675 ft./sec.
Chronographing
Chronograph variables include altitude, temperature, humidity, the gun
used, etc. The results I got at nearly 7000
feet in the summer in New Mexico won’t
necessarily be those you get at sea level
in the dead of winter. I use an Oehler 35P
(proof) chronograph with four-foot
screen separation for greater accuracy. In
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. 38 Special 115-grain coated TCFP.
Lead bullets available include
105 LTC, 120 LTC, 125 RNFP.

230-grain LRN .45 ACP.

the middle is a third, or proof, screen. The chronograph compares the velocities using the first and proof screen vs. those
of the first and third screen. If they aren’t essentially the
same, it does not record a reading. It also automatically calculates high, low, extreme spread, mean, and standard deviation. Because of the variables, it’s always a good idea to use
ammunition that exceeds power factor by a sufficient amount
to pass if tested at a match in different conditions.
Chronographing all these rounds wound up requiring three
sessions. I chronograph in the summer at Founders Ranch, 42
miles each way. The first session had problems that wound up
taking so long the range closed, cutting the session short. In
that session I set up the Ransom Rest so I could chronograph
and group test at the same time. I chronographed and group
tested all of the .38/.357 and .45 ACP. In a second session.
I chronographed the .45 Colt loads in a 19" barreled Cimar-

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
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.45 Colt 250-grain LRNFP
comes in Cowboy Action Shooting™
and Wild Bunch velocities,
180- and 200-grain
Cowboy Action Shooting™
loads as well.

ron ’73 built in the late 90s. This resulted in a call from Dan requesting I shoot them from a pistol, because the velocities were wildly
different from what they advertise. Thus I did a third session using
one of my Ruger Old Armies and an R&D conversion cylinder.
The ammunition looks very good. It is consistent in O.A.L.
and velocity. Unlike some “Cowboy” ammunition that is just reboxed general purpose ammunition, this is DESIGNED AND
MADE FOR COWBOY ACTION SHOOTING™. The chart tells
all about performance, but some notes:
If I were to choose one of the .38 special loads for my allaround load, I would look very hard at the Black Hi-Tek 115
TCFP load because I like the advantages of coated bullets. I
would like it to be 50 ft./sec. higher for a safety factor if tested,
and Dan hinted they might tweak it in that direction. The company is small enough to be very responsive. Dan mentioned the
(Continued on page 44)
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Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
ammunition is made on Dillon XL650s. All of the .38
Special loads were very consistent and accurate. The difference between best and worst groups would be immaterial in a Cowboy match. All were light-shooting.
. 45 Colt
The lightest load, 180-grain LRNFP at 83 power factor and low felt recoil strikes me as a really good load
for Classic Cowboy. Despite the fact .45 Colt does not
normally like light powder loads, it was pretty consistent.
As expected, one side of the fired brass had black carbon
staining, a fairly common occurrence in Cowboy Action
Shooting™ .45 Colt brass. It comes off in tumbling. The
200-grain load power factor is 102 out of the pistol and
142 out of the 19" rifle barrel. This strikes me as just
needing a little tweaking to be a WB legal rifle load.
Most Wild Bunch contestants use 200-grain bullets.
The 250-grain Cowboy Action Shooting™ load, at
609 ft. /sec. out of the rifle, is WB legal, even if only marginally so from the 19” barrel. The 250-grain WB load
was hot at 900 ft./sec. (PF 227). Checking records of past
tests, Winchester 250-grain Cowboy ammunition was 871
ft. /sec, PF 217.8. Bone Orchard 200-grain ran 887 ft. /sec.
PF 177.8. HSM 200-grain was 1070 ft. /sec. PF 217.
. 45 ACP
The tightest group tested was from the .45 ACP load.
I did “cheat” by using a gun that did three inches at 50
yards when new with Federal match ammo. It was a delight to shoot, very little felt recoil, low SD, and superbly
accurate. I used some of the ammunition in a local match
that required shooting a couple of six-inch or smaller reactive targets. It worked flawlessly and shot accurately.
At a power factor of 154, it was as low as I would dare
go for match ammunition. The SD of 15 was pretty impressive on that light of a load. I would say if you need

Over 11,000 items
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Choice . 45 ACP RNL ammunition five-shot group,
20 yards from Ransom Rest.

Chronograph and Ransom Rest test Results.

to buy ammunition for END of TRAIL Wild Bunch, this
should be high on your list.
Conclusion
Everything in the test was impressive. Clearly,
Choice Ammunition is making an effort to not just sell
“Cowboy” ammunition, but to craft competition worthy
ammunition for competitors who can’t reload or can’t get
their ammunition to matches. It’s all match worthy and
their ability to make corrections on the fly is impressive.
Choice Ammunition, 1369 Hwy 93, P.O. Box 212,
Victor, MT, 59875, info@choiceammunition.com, 844446-AMMO, 406-961-6942
Check choiceammunition.com for current pricing
and availability.
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Kid Galena Rides

Small Creek:,

The Capgun Kid,
SASS #31398

Continued From the July Issue

qq

By The Capgun Kid, SASS #31398
Illustration courtesy of and copyright
Can Stock Photo Inc. / GeraKTV

The story thus far: Noah Dobbs IV arrives in Small Creek, Kansas to set up
his newly acquired Boot and Harness
Shop. He is at first mistaken for the notorious outlaw, Kid Galena, but clears
that up with acting sheriff Axel Sweet
and his deputy, McGee. After some target practice with the law officers, he
participates in the prevention of a robbery at the First National Bank of
Kansas, owned by Elroy McSweeny.

Chapter Four

The Deputy

Small Creek, Kansas, 1869

“T

here are laws to protect honest citizens
and compensate property damage, you
know,” said Banker McSweeney in an urgent
tone as he shook his finger while addressing
Noah Dobbs IV on the latter’s porch, “You ought
to at least consider petitioning and maybe suing
the town board for the restitution of your sign.
I’m sure we can get a little more compensation,
if you know what I mean.”
Maybe it was the way McSweeney winked
and touched the side of his nose, maybe it was
the way he spoke, but Noah Dobbs began to feel

uneasy about the assuredness of this man. Besides, he could not imagine something as sophisticated as a Town Board in this little rat hole.
“I was brought here specifically by my
Boston Firm to ensure the good citizens of our
town receive a fair shake. You have your rights,
you know.” McSweeney repeated, the way he had
opened this growingly unwelcome conversation.
“Yessir, I know what I got. My ancestors helped
write the Constitution. So I know I got my rights.”
Replied Noah. “And I’ll allow that I’ve suffered
great harm and serious emotional distress by the
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fact that I am now an “Oot and Shoe Maker” because of the late bandit’s errant shot…”
Noah did not get off the rest of the sentence
because Elroy interrupted him… something
Noah noticed about this man because it appeared
to be a habit. “Not the Bandit. He’s dead and irrelevant. I might point out it was Sheriff Sweet’s
poor judgment that resulted in the loss of your
personal property. Action against that fellow and
the town itself is called for if you wish to uphold
your rights.”
“You’re going to blame the sheriff because
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those fellows turned to robbery?”
McSweeney nodded and began to speak, the thought of which irked
Noah because such claptrap of trying to cobble blame to make a win a
legal point struck him as dishonest.
“Well, I tell ya, Mr. McSweeney. Thanks for your interest, but I got a
little work to do inside my shop before I worry about whether or not folks
need “Oots and Shoes” and I am a little too busy to entertain discourse on
the philosophies behind my rights. Now, if you will excuse me…”
“Of course. Here’s my card. I’ll be available if you need me. Good
Day, Mr. Dobbs.” With that, McSweeney swung around, stepped off the
porch, and marched toward his bank in what Noah perceived as a complete fullness of himself and certainty of his beliefs.
Noah grunted as he watched the banker waddle across the street and
into the brick edifice that marked the center of the town. “Thet thar feller
belongs back east,” he muttered to himself, trying to sound like a western
cowboy with his artificial drawl. Before turning to go back into his own
store, Noah noticed the blacksmith opening up the shop on the other side
of the Oak Tree that separated them. He waved and crossed his own
threshold.
Within an hour Noah had the wooden racks that would hold most
of his shoe and boot lasts in place on the walls beside the door. He unpacked and hung the portrait of the original Noah Dobbs opposite them.
Then he thought the better of it based on his experience with the deceased
bandit. He hung the portrait next to the door, where it would be blocked
off when the door was left open. He unpacked a sturdy saddle he had almost finished back in Danbury and added the remaining conchos and
laces before setting it aside and putting some mink oil into it with his
bare hands. Noah did not like to use rags to rub down the leather with
which he worked. Next he set up his patcher, aligning it on the base that
housed the trundle. It was a Singer, dated from about 1818, and he was
in the midst of tightening the last bolt when McGee’s form quietly filled
his doorway.
The Deputy had a plank under his arm, and Noah quickly noticed
there was some very even lettering written on it. The outlines of the letters, in black charcoal, were distinct and even, but Noah could not make
them out because they were sheltered under McGee’s armpit.
“Alice Mason writ ’em,” McGee explained almost apologetically,
pausing for what seemed an uncomfortably long time, “being a schoolteacher.” Noah tilted his head in a futile effort to see the lettering. It
struck him, this fellow spent more time choking off his words than thinking them up. McGee released his hold on the plank and presented it in
front of his chest. Noah could now see that the plank was about six feet
long and he wondered how McGee hid it so effectively while standing
there. It plainly said “Boots and Shoes” in even and uniform letters, although Noah estimated the height of the wording was about three inches
short of the existing letters inscribed on the false front of his little store.
Feeling a little awkward, he motioned to McGee to stand it up against
the bench in the middle of the shop, and moved quickly to assist him.
He offered the deputy some coffee, but McGee indicated he had to
return to the jail. Another pause, in which Noah leaned a little too far
forward waiting for the second sentence and had to shift his feet to keep
his balance. Deputy McGee stated Axel Sweet would stop by directly,
and retired amidst Noah Dobbs’ profuse thanks. Noah, now left alone
with his work, began to sort out all the awls, knives, rasps and peg floats,
and thread bobbins. He arranged all these tools about the bench in the
middle of his small shop, checking to see how the light played in so he
could position himself when hand stitching so as to capitalize on it. He
also had a small set of leather stamping tools that were so designed as to
be able to cunningly craft designs in the face of the moistened leather by
positioning and holding them and selectively tapping them with a
rawhide maul. While still in Connecticut, he had been informed by one
of his drummers that this patterning on or about the edges of holsters and
belts was all the rage out west.
It was the soft thumping of the Sorrel’s hoofs in the thick dust just
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at the edge of his short porch that pried Noah from concentrating on his
work. When he caught himself, he looked out his window and saw only two
feminine hands tying the reins to the hitching rail he had for such a purpose,
but he could not quite make out whom it was. The figure was blocked from
view just at the edge of the window. She may have lingered before coming
through the door and into view, because Noah was keenly aware of some
suspense in awaiting her entry. He found his heart thumping a little, because
he realized who it was.
When she stepped into the doorway, framed by the brighter light behind
her, Noah confirmed that it was none other than Alice Mason, the woman
from the stage ride his first day in Small Creek. Noah was again more than
mildly intrigued by her red hair, her soft green eyes, and slightly sun-reddened complexion. Inasmuch as these were constantly visible features, no
matter what the circumstance, he could readily call her image to mind. Indeed, and not at all infrequently, he found himself doing just that since first
meeting her and encountering her cold countenance. He learned she was a
year or two younger than he, but had been to a college, something Noah had
not ever thought of doing.
“Do you repair heels?”
Her query, aside from being sudden, was crisply articulated as she adjusted her gauntlets, flexing her fingers inside them and keeping her eyes
fastened on that task and thus away from Noah. He was somewhat taken
aback. There was no greeting, just this brusque inquiry without preface.
“I beg your pardon?” he replied, not quite sure of what to make of her
intentions. He was caught off guard by this sudden turn of conversation. It
was well away from what he had in mind the many times he thought of her
and remaking her acquaintance after the cold exchanges during his arrival
in Small Creek.
In a pert and somewhat arrogant tone of voice she continued, looking
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up from her gloves, “I asked, do you repair heels? You are a cobbler,
aren’t you? One would think cobblers repair heels, or am I mistaken in
my presumption?”
“That you are, ma’am.,” replied Noah with just short of an indignant snort, “I am NOT a cobbler, but am a Master at my craft of manufacture, and the occasions upon which I repair are governed by the
mutual regard I have with my friends.”
He’d have thought the response would take her aback. In that instance, in lieu of his earlier intent to smooth relations with her, he almost
regretted his words. He arrived at no such end, though, when she responded, without missing a beat, “Well, then. My ability to arrive at that
exclusive state of intimacy with you notwithstanding, can you help me
here? Because I seem to have turned my heel on the very same riding
boots I intend to use this afternoon.” She turned her left leg outward from
underneath the long riding skirt she was wearing and showed the distorted heel. She was looking downward in such a fashion as to allow
Noah a full view of the brocading on the brim of the pert vaquero hat
she was wearing. He tightened his lips, pressing them together in his
mild, but steadily growing resentment of this woman.
Alice Mason’s small schoolhouse had between five and ten pupils
in a given school year… rarely less and, as time went on, more and more.
This vocation was of great perplexing concern to Bennet Mason, her father, the local rancher and, by default, cattle baron. He saw no reason
for the effort, because she was, after all, well off, and could live comfortably at the Circle D ranch he owned to the Northeast of Small Creek.
Moreover, he fretted over her ability to find a husband while locked in
such circumstance. In fact, he was continually upset over her general unwillingness to even try. Of even greater concern were her stubborn efforts
at maintaining the ramshackle little house she lived in at the southeastern
end of town. Bennet could see no use of that and was greatly perplexed
over her unwillingness to accept even the smallest sum to help her pay
the rent. This state of relations between them either produced, or as some
would have it, was the byproduct of, the intense notions of independence
Alice Mason so often demonstrated.
She had decided long ago to become a self-made woman and one
of letters, at that. This is not to imply she was devoid of all the skills one
would expect to find in a young lady of the frontier; she could shoot reasonably well, rode with the best of the men, was a proficient cook, and
understood all the aspects of animal husbandry necessary in a ranching
life. Some said she could even spit admirably, although she was reluctant
to demonstrate the vulgar skill in public. Of course, being one of the
groups of aggressive women who campaigned for suffrage and an end
to the use of alcohol, she would occasionally smoke a cigareet or a seegar
just to break convention. She disdained the pipe, though, considering it
just beyond the socially acceptable domain of statements concerning female independence. Obviously, to her way of thinking, that implied the
pipe must forever be part of a group of concessions to men who could
not be expected to master sufficient intelligence to change. They would
forever remain intellectually inferior.
In later years, Noah would comment on how readily he picked up
on that haughty concern because she focused her glance on the idle pipe
he left on the edge of his workbench. For an instant, as she shifted her
eyes away from the pipe and met his, he thought she would soften and
then, perhaps, apologize for being so abrupt. In fact, he wished for such
a little more fervently than he would have liked given this moment.
“I see,” she stated flatly, looking directly at him and thoroughly
trashing his unspoken desire. “Well, then, I guess I’ll just have to get
used to the idea of staggering about, won’t I?”
They stared for a moment. Noah instantly knew this would become
a contest unless he did something quickly. Inasmuch as he did not want
a contest, he changed the pace. Pointing and retracting said gesture before speaking, Noah turned her attention to the sign McGee had left earlier. “I am told you took the time to stage the printing on my new sign,”
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he stated, carefully inflecting a more amicable tone in his voice. “If that is
the case, I wish to thank you for your generous assistance.”
“Yes, I suppose it was rather generous,” she coolly replied, with a casual air that incensed Noah, “but that is something I would have done for
any new resident, such being a requirement of the most basic of courtesies
that we, in the west, extend, even to those from the east.”
Right then and there, Noah Dobbs IV resolved, in the strongest inclination, to abandon his interest in Alice Mason. That irritating statement betrayed her knowledge of the way the west and frontier were articulated to
the public of the east and he instinctively recoiled at what he viewed as her
over-stated education. Most likely it was due to college, where most of what
they teach you is grossly unnecessary and effete in its snooty intellectualism. Now he’d fix her damned heel just out of spite. He motioned, with a
rolling gesture of his right hand, for her to bring the boot to the bench. Without a word, she sat down and pulled the boot with the brass jack he unpacked earlier. It was typical of the cricket-like appearance so common in
New England.
She limped over to the bench to bring him the afflicted footwear, keenly
aware he did not come to her as a gentleman might have thought to do to
save her the effort. She decided that she truly despised him. Now she’d finish
the sign while he worked just to spite him. As Noah set the boot on the bench
in front of him and turned to don his apron, Alice Mason picked up the small
can of paint McGee had left with the sign and opened it with one of Noah’s
screw drivers. She fetched the brush, also left here by McGee, and stepped
up to the sign. Without moving it, or regard for its position or angle, she
began to fill in the outlines of the letters one-by-one. Noah took notice, but
did not speak as he examined the boot. He ascertained her source of discomfort was due to the fact the nailing job on the layered heel was done so shoddily, and without completion. He set the boot, inverted, on the iron last.
Taking a small claw, he pried off the heel about midway down the stack of
leather pieces that composed the it. With his hook knife he pared a couple
of pieces of thick, stiff sole bend, and placed them atop the inverted heel.
“The East,” continued Miss Mason as if there were no pause in the
conversation. “Isn’t that where they make all the guns the desperados out
here use to create their mayhem?”
“So, this is how it’s going to be,” thought Noah to himself. “Yup, that’s
true. They give ’em out to lawbreakers and lawmakers with equal relish, but
it is the human countenance that makes ’em work.”
“I’m told you used yours well yesterday, for an Easterner.” Alice
smirked without looking directly at Noah.
He decided to let that comment go. He became absorbed in finishing
the heel, paring a new piece and reinforcing the poorly done nail job to secure the whole mounting. He had thoroughly lost hope for any amenable relationship with this woman. When he finished rasping and filing and
smoothing the new heel extension, he turned it over to her.
“Here you are, Miss Mason,” he said as he held the boot out toward
her. He thought for a moment he would actually gloat over being able to
forego the charges when asked. In fact, she did not take them directly but
finished darkening in the last of the letters on Noah’s sign, tossing the used
brush into the trash as she stepped back to look at the work. She accepted
the boot with a downward cast and a flickering smile. She never wanted to
see this cobbler again.
She sat down and slipped the boot on, got up without a word, virtually
choking over the fact that she would have to show the courtesy of bidding
good day, and stepped into the doorway ahead of Noah’s icy silence. Her
words surprised herself as she heard them tumble out.
“Oh, by the way,” she said, only half turning toward Noah, “my father,
Bennet Mason will be coming into town by the end of the month, and we
will go a’riding. Would you care to join us for a picnic?”
“Why, I’d be delighted, Miss Mason. Shall I bring something?” He
could hardly believe the voice articulating those words was his own.
“Not at all. I am so glad you can come. We’ll probably leave around
nine or so, two weeks from this Friday. Is that suitable?”
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“Looking forward to it.”
The little shop seemed to suddenly fill with sunshine, and her bright
smile would long after be the highlight of her brief visit. She led the Sorrel saddle horse back down the Turnpike, humming and stepping lively.
Noah went back to his work and did not notice the day slipping by. He
stopped himself from humming several times. His routine was interrupted. He’d barely have enough time to groom Loopy, the horse he had
just purchased from the Blacksmith, and would have to settle for turning
him loose in the corral rather than riding.
Well before dusk, Axel Sweet stopped by, quietly walking up to the
doorway, where he stood holding his empty pipe in his left hand. Being
later in the day, the sunlight over his right shoulder allowed Noah to
make out the details of Axel’s face, which revealed a sort of smirk as he
lifted the pipe slightly. Noah wiped the sweat from his forehead, removed
his apron and went for his own pipe. He fetched out the tobacco he used
when smoking with guests, and they filled up, standing there at the
bench. In a marked difference between the tense appearance of Alice
Mason and the visit by McSweeney, Noah found he actually hoped this
terse and direct man would stop by periodically. Axel smiled underneath
his squinting eye and stepped through the doorway, his boots thumping
on the floorboards. The sun was still hot enough to keep them inside the
cooler shop.
“Mebbe the only thing Parson ever did right,” started Axel as he
looked upward to the ceiling, “was to make a double-planked roof and
face the windows so as to catch the breeze. I believe, m’boy, you got the
coolest building in town.”
Noah nodded in affirmation, striking the match with his thumbnail
and lighting the pipe. Sheriff Sweet made some small talk for a few minutes, Noah guessed was a gesture to ascertain the shoemaker was all right
after yesterday’s shoot-out, and Noah found that gratifying. After a little
while, Sweet pushed the front brim of his hat backward on his forehead
and stared a little more closely at Noah.
“We are truly beholding to you, McGee and I, that is, for yore help
yesterday. Regrettably, there ain’t no reward posted for any of them bandits. I trust the sign is a suitable substitute, though, as a reparation for
your trouble?”
Noah nodded, thanking Axel, as the Sheriff continued. “Now I’d
like to do you another small favor. Ben Mason is coming into town
shortly, I believe, to pave the way for his fall herd of cattle and remuda
of saddle stock coming into the pens. I understand, only this far into yore
tenure here, he has already heard about yore prowess with these here
tools. You might want to stay on his favorable side.”
Noah looked at Sweet curiously, and Axel judged he might be taking this the wrong way. “Now, Ben is an honest man that no one of us
can accuse of abusing his wealth. But I know for a fact his ranch is going
to be needing some leather and his drovers have already started talking
about all them fancies they want. I’ll allow Rufus told them about how
you repaired his reins out in the middle of nowhere. A man with a skill
is always needed out here, and you can be sure every one of them fellers
will be passing by you on the way to Pete Williams’.”
Noah again nodded, thanking Axel for the information. They
smoked in silence for a few minutes, before Axel got up, knocked the
ashes from his pipe, and bid Noah a good day. “By-the-By, partner, you
might want to try putting single F powder in yore pea-shooter. I judge
it’ll take some of the kick out and drop your bullet path a little.” He said
as he rapped the pipe smartly over the trash. Noah started to smile and
nod absent mindedly, and then caught himself. “Ain’t single F cannon
powder?” He asked. Axel winked and nodded, “Yup. That it is. But you’ll
be surprised at the difference.” On his way out the door, he turned, tipping his hat and said very distinctly, “Oh… and by the way… thank you
in advance for yore help tomorrow on the posse. This’ll be the only time
you Deputy without pay. Next time you’ll get a wage. Be ready just after
sunlight so I can introduce you to the boys, proper.”
“Posse? What’s a Posse?” shot back Noah, almost losing his pipe
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with his demeanor.
“Why, consternation, son!!! A posse is a group of fellers that chases
after bandits under the approval of the law! Everybody knows that!” Axel
did not pause as he stepped out into the street, with Noah beginning to chase
after him. “What Posse is this?! What do I have to do with it?” Noah blurted
out as he emerged through the doorway, hot on Axel’s heels as the latter
crossed the street. At that point, the crashing noise and cloud of dust at the
south end of The Turnpike broke the concentration of Noah Dobbs IV. The
stage had arrived.
When the dust settled, Rufus McCorkindale had already jumped off the
stage after wrapping the reins around the brake. This time though, he did not
open the door for any of the passengers, but strode briskly down The Turnpike, poking through the mailbag. He did not ordinarily do that, but was
prompted on this trip to do so at the behest of Banker McSweeney. Noah
watched him from where he stood in the street as Rufus strode by. He
touched his hat in greeting to Noah, who responded. Rufus did not slow his
pace, but rather strode briskly past the Sheriff’s office. Noah was surprised
to see Rufus gasp as he evidently found something he was looking for. He
quickened his pace, muttering to himself, “I thought so! Looked like that
envelope was a mite too big for itself!”
Noah’s curiosity was peaked, and he decided to head over to the bank
and see what the fuss was about. He had not even returned from hanging his
apron on a peg when he noticed the banker was stepping lively to one of the
pillars that held up his porch. Under his arm was a small sign, and he hung
it hurriedly on mountings that had obviously been put up earlier in anticipation of this event. When he stepped back, Noah realized what all the fuss
was. Banker McSweeney was also Lawyer McSweeney, the envelope obviously being his license and credentials. He thumbed his vest on both sides
with both hands as he surveyed the town after hanging the shingle.
— To be continued in the January edition
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.44-40
Thunderer Revolver

any people are guilty of thinking only
in terms of single action Colt “Peacemakers” and Smith and Wesson No. 3 revolvers as being the primary handguns of
the Old West. Well, that just isn’t so, folks.
Besides the plethora of percussion Colt and
Remington single actions and their cartridge conversion cousins, smaller double
action revolvers like the Colt 1877 .41
Thunderer and .38 Lightning abounded.
Cimarron Firearms has introduced their
Thunderer revolver for the current day
Cowboy Action Shooter™ who might want
the same grip and mystique of 1877 Colt
double actions, but in single action to meet
SASS® main match revolver requirements.
1877 Thunderer History
While God may have created all men
and women equal in his eyes, he did not give
everyone the same size hands! This was true
in the heyday of the American West, as it is
today. Folks who wanted a sidearm with
some punch, but either had small hands or
needed something concealable had limited
choices in the 1860s and early 1870s. There
were various percussion pocket pistols,
though in a rather anemic .31 caliber. The
.36 Navy revolvers of 1851 and 1861 had a
grip favored by folks with smaller hands, but
were still long. It was not uncommon to find
1851, 1860, and 1861 percussion and cartridge conversion revolvers with their barrels cut down to a handier size.
Then there was also the consideration
of some people that double action revolvers
were desirable for quick first shots. There
were a number of successful double action
percussion revolvers in the late1850s to
early 1870s. Adams, Tranter, and Starr were
among the most common. These, once
again, were large and not concealable or

By Tuolumne Lawman, SASS #6127

Thunderer’s fit standard 1873 SAA holsters.

amenable to folks with smaller hands. I am
sure there were efforts by frontier gunsmiths to cut some of them down also.
Colt came up with an answer to both issues. Something more powerful than a .41
derringer, yet concealable and double action
for faster first shots. In 1877, they released
their newly-designed double action revolver.
It looked similar to a Single Action Army,
though it was scaled down to about threequarters the size. It employed a double action/single
action
ignition
system,
necessitating a disproportionately large trigger
guard compared to the Single Action Army.
The 1877 DA also had a smaller, “birds head”
grip, with a raised bump on the back strap to
assist in keeping your grip during double action firing and under recoil. Another difference was the 1877 DA locking lug engaged
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the rear face of the cylinder, rather than the
exterior like the larger Single Action Army.
Initially it was issued in the same .38
Colt center fire cartridge used by the 1851
and 1861 Navy cartridge conversions (subsequently dubbed .38 Long Colt to differentiate it from the .38 Short Colt used in later
pocket class pistols). This used a healed bullet (rebated base in the case mouth and bullet
the same diameter as the case, like modern
.22 LR rounds) of .375- to .380-inch diameter. The bullet was around 130-150 grains
and used 17 or 18 grains of black powder in
an .88-inch long case. It achieves around
150 to 160 lbs. of muzzle energy, making it
about the same as a light .38 special target
load. While not a powerhouse, the cartridge
had achieved popularity in the earlier cartridge conversions.
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Cimarron’s Thunderer.
The 1877 .38 Colt double action revolver was such a success,
they subsequently issued the slightly larger 1877 DA in a new and
more powerful caliber, the .41 Colt center fire. This originally used
a 200-grain healed bullet of .408 diameter and about 22 grains of
black powder in a case that was .93-inch in length. With a little
over 200 lbs. of ME, this put the .41 Colt in almost the same class
as the .44 Russian round’s 246-grain bullet over 19-20 grains of
black powder, that was used in the No. 3 Smith and Wesson.
The .38 Colt variation of the 1877 DA was dubbed the “Lightning” by Colt wholesalers, and not by the Colt factory. The more
powerful .41 Colt was dubbed “Thunderer.” The .38 Lightnings
and .41 Thunderers came in two basic styles – short barreled (2½"
to 4") with no ejector rod, and longer barrels like 4.75" and 5.5"
with ejector rod assemblies like the Single Action Army. The
smaller ones were considered “hide-out” guns, while the longer
ones with ejectors were considered “belt models” and would generally be worn in a holster, just like a Single Action Army.
The Colt 1877 DA Thunderer and Lightning revolvers had
one flaw, though. They were generally considered somewhat fragile due to their delicate double action lock work. When they
worked, though, they worked well, and the Colt 1877 DA Thunderer and Lightning revolvers were a tremendous success. Many
notable pistoleros of the time carried them – Jesse James, Tom
Horn, John Wesley Hardin, Billy the Kid, Pat Garret, and John
Selman, to name a few.
Note about Ammunition for Original Thunderer
and Lightning revolvers
In 1892, the .38 Colt switched to hollow based .357 diameter,
inside lubed bullets in a slightly longer 1.02" case. This was in
response to the US Army requiring an inside lubed .357 bullet for
their model 1892 double action revolver, with its .357 bore. The

new ammunition would work in both the older .375-.380 bores of
the cartridge conversions and 1877 Colts (expanding to engage the
rifling of the larger bores), and still work in the new, smaller .357
bores of the newly issued 1892 Army guns.
Just prior to the turn of the century, Colt switched to a 1.13-inchlong case for .41 Colt, and switched it to a standard inside lubed bullet
of .386 diameter. This had a deep hollow base that would obdurate (expand) to engage the .41 caliber bore. This allowed the use of grease
grooves within the case, instead of the messy outside lube on healed bullets. This also simplified the manufacture of the .41 Colt ammunition.
Cimarron’s 44-40 Thunderer
Original Lightnings and Thunderers, while not terribly hard to
find, are not suited to Cowboy Action Shooting™. Even discounting
the fact that current SASS rules do not allow the use of double action
revolvers, even in single action mode, there are other problems. First
is the fragile double action mechanisms. Most shootists of the Nineteenth Century would not put as many rounds through their Thunderer or Lightning in a lifetime as we would in just several matches.
They were known as the “Gunsmith’s Favorite” due to their fragile double action mechanisms. Nineteenth Century metallurgy is not
what it is today. If they do break (as they probably would in the middle of a match with my luck), finding parts for them is almost impossible. Secondly, loading the healed .38 Colt and .41 Colt bullets
is a very time consuming “pain in the you know what.” Granted, you
can use the longer brass and load hollow based bullets, but it is still
difficult to do properly.
Mike “Texas Jack” Harvey, the founder and owner of Cimarron
Firearms, came up with an answer. In 1990, Mike worked with Uberti
to produce a single action only variation of the Thunderer chambered
for the three most popular SASS calibers – .357/.38 special, .44-40,
(Continued on page 52)
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and .45 Colt. While still using the standard Single Action Army
frame size, they mated the same grip frame and birds head grip of
the original 1877 Colt Thunderer and Lightning. The Cimarron
Thunderer is available in 3.5", 4.75", and 5.5" barrel lengths. The
Thunderer is made solely for Cimarron by Uberti, in Italy.
I obtained a 4.75" barreled Cimarron Thunderer in .44-40 to pair
with my Uberti 1866 Sporting Rifle. The barrel is identical with a
standard SAA barrel, to include the ejector rod assembly and front
sight. It is gorgeous! The barrel and back strap have a really nice
polished blue-black finish. The barrel is marked “.44 WCF.” The action on my sample is tight and correctly timed and the trigger pull is
very light at 2.5 lbs!
The Thunderer has a pre-1900 “black powder” style frame, the
cylinder base pin being retained by a screw in the front, rather than
the spring loaded transverse retainer of the post 1900 model Colts.
My sample uses a knurled headed screw rather than a slotted one
like the originals. This facilitates take down without a screwdriver.
The hammer and receiver are color case hardened. The hammer of
my sample does not have the small screw activated “safety” lever
that is common on some imported single actions.
The Cimarron Thunderer comes with the walnut “birds head”
Thunderer grip, with the hump (or some call it a “knuckle”) at the top
of the back strap, just like original Colt Thunderers. The wood to
metal fit of the grip is flawless. With this grip, the heft seemed about
just right, with maybe a hint of muzzle heaviness with the 4.75" barrel. This helps with felt recoil. It tips the postal scales at 36 ounces.
That would be just about right for most Cowboy Action Shooting™

Unique Colt Thunderer style bird’s head grip.
VISIT

.41 Colt round
(later style with
.386" diameter
hollow base
bullet) compared
with .45 Colt
round.

loads. Any lighter and I think it would have too much bite.
The grip is comfortable, but seems slightly smaller in my hand
than a standard SAA grip. However, it is not too small for my fairly
large hands. The Thunderer’s bird’s head grip is larger than the
similar bird’s head grip on the Cimarron Lightning single actions.
The bump on the back-strap of the Thunderer, above the web between the thumb and trigger finger on your hand, helps to control
the roll back during recoil common with the Single Action Armies.
How it Shoots
All shooting was done off-hand using a traditional two-hand
hold at ranges of 10 to 15 yards. I used both Black Hills factory
.44-40 ammunition and my own hand loads for the test. I like
stout loads for CAS. My hand load is a Missouri Bullet Company
.428 diameter, 200-grain RNFP over either 7.0 grains of Trail
Boss or the same charge (7.0 grains) of Unique with a Winchester
Large Pistol primer. Both handholds feel about the same in felt
recoil, and have the same relationship of POA and POI, and
match closely the POI of Black Hills factory ammo.
The Black Hill .44-40 loads were outstanding. At ten yards
on paper targets, I had one five shot group that was just over one
inch. Using a 6:00 o’clock hold, bouncing pop cans on the hillside, I would average four out of five at 10 to 15 yards. On paper,
the hand loads duplicate the Black Hills loading almost exactly.
However, I did find I was slightly better bouncing pop cans with
the Black Hills load.
Conclusion
I think the Cimarron Thunderer is an absolute winner! Not
just for shooters with smaller hands, but even for Cowpokes like
me with big hands. Every time I shoot it at a match, it gets admiring stares and comments. For style points, it rates close to the
top. After all, a Thunderer in .41 Colt was the favorite of William
Bonney (Billy the Kid), and it is also a favorite of mine. It just
feels great in the hand. Even with my warm Trail Boss loads, the
Cimarron Thunderer is quicker on the second shot because of its
unique backstrap.
A full line of correct leather for the Thunderer is available
from Cimarron’s subsidiary, Texas Jack’s. As a rule, though, any
holster designed for an 1873 Single Action Army should work.
You can check it out at Cimarron’s website, www.cimarronfirearms.com, or call them at (830) 997-9090.
Tell them Tuolumne Lawman sent you!
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END of TRAIL Through My Lens
One Photographer’s Perspective
By B.T. Blade, SASS Life #35685

B.T. Blade,
SASS Life #35685

T

he ten-hour drive from southern Utah was uneventful.
After several fuel and “rest” stops, Lucky Wheeler
and I arrived at Founders Ranch with daylight to spare.
It was Wednesday June 14, 2017, three days before the
Wild Bunch World Championships and more than a week
until the Cowboy World Championship match would
begin. Even so, I had work to do. One last gear check—
two camera bodies, three lenses, two flash units, and ten
SD memory cards. “Ten memory cards?” you ask. It’s no
different than preparing for a Main Match… take more
“ammo” than you think you’ll need! I was all set.
As I walked through town early the next morning I
did my own form of “shadow shooting,” checking out positions for photo composition in the bays, noting the position the sun would be traveling, and more. You’ve all
seen pictures of shooters with brass and 12 gauge hulls
flying through the air. The action shots of shooters transitioning with the grace of a well-executed double play.
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Those Frontier Cartridge pards and
pardettes who can ring steel through
clouds of dense smoke. I needed to capture all that – but also tell the END of
TRAIL story a bit differently.
Over the next 12 days my goal was
to photograph END of TRAIL from the
eye of the competitor as well as the spectator. I needed to shoot this match
“clean” with a pair of digital Nikons instead of my Ruger Vaqueros. Looking
through a lens has always given me the
opportunity to see things one normally
misses in everyday life. It was now time
to do that at Founders Ranch.
I shot thousands of pictures at END
of TRAIL this year. Most show the shooting; the smoke, and of course the awards.
I’m sure you’ve seen some of them by
now and I hope you’ve enjoyed them!
Now join me and take a look at END of
TRAIL a bit differently.
If you were there this year I know you
had a great time. If not, I invite you to come
out and see what you’ve been missing. Who
knows… maybe we’ll have the opportunity
to meet and I’ll get to “shoot” you!
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Company Quartermaster

Masonic Cowboy lapel pin 1-inch $7
shipped. You can use Paypal at

t.schultz5@roadrunner.com
Or email me. Nickel City Dude

Phone: 716-693-3237
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http://www.gunbroker.com/All/BI.aspx?
IncludeSellers=1227719
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By Colonel Dan, SASS #24025, Life/Regulator /Hall of Fame

’m disgusted with entrenched establishment Republicans. They’ve shown their stripes too many times to
continually be forgiven… and re-elected. Their latest
behavior regarding the deliberate undermining of the
Trump presidency/agenda, because he’s not “one of them,”
is clear enough for even the most obtuse observer. Let’s
consider a few examples.

Obamacare: The Republican Congress passed a bill
20-plus times demanding a full and clean repeal of Obamacare knowing Obama would veto it. However, they
haven’t sent that same bill to Trump when they know he
would sign it as pledged throughout his campaign. Instead,
they’re pushing a version of Obamacare II. The former was
obviously just for political show while the latter reveals
their true leanings. They too want your health care under
the control of a powerful government.
Border Security: They constantly campaigned on
building the wall and securing the border yet after winning
the election they voted to not fully fund that initiative. My
conclusion for years has been politicians of both parties
want some level of illegals for two reasons, cheap labor and
votes. The campaign rhetoric is again, all show and no go.
Tax Reform: They ran on promises of tax cuts/reform
as a major priority yet after winning the election we have
yet to realize any substantive movement in that direction.
Again, just words? TBD.
VISIT

Colonel Dan, SASS Life /
Continual Compromise:
Regulator #24025
Can someone explain why establishment Republicans, with a few honorable exceptions like
Cruz, Lee, and Paul for example, never effectively stand up
for what they continually tout as their principles? It’s always
the GOP that “reaches across the isle” to compromise with Democrats who run wild pushing their leftist agenda even when
they’re not in the majority.
In my youth, I thought this lack of fight and
conservative progress was because they had no
gumption for the struggle. Thoughts in my later
years however lean decidedly toward stating the obvious—big government Republicans, like the Democrats, and unlike authentic constitutional
conservatives of any party, clearly want more power
and more government, not less. Unfortunately, all
too often in politics it’s the most obvious that needs
the most scrutiny. Paraphrasing Yogi Berra, I’m
simply observing the obvious just by watchin’.
The GOP has repeatedly stated it stands for
small, honest government, less taxation, less regulation, reduced spending, enhanced security and is a
staunch supporter of the Constitution. Yet the fruit
they hand us at harvest time tells a very different story. Again,
let’s look at a few examples of their recent history.
The Record: Despite promises, government grew even
larger when the GOP took control of Congress in 1995. The Department of Education they once said should be abolished was
given the largest increase of all cabinet departments in Bush
43’s first budget. The income tax they once said should be simplified or replaced with a flat tax or fair tax remains very much
alive and even more complex. Your constitutional right to free
speech was blatantly violated by the McCain Feingold Campaign Finance Reform act and signed by Bush 43. Again, Republicans! They’ve always voted to increase the debt ceiling in
violation of their “promises” of supporting a “balanced budget
amendment,” but their proposed amendment doesn’t require a
spending cap or a super majority to raise taxes! This simply
means their spending can and will continue while your taxes
will be raised if the ledger is ever to be balanced. How stupid
do they think we are? We’ve seen a full retreat on that “rock
solid” pledge to oppose new taxes, secure our borders, and re-
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peal Obamacare. In short, Republicans’ “fight” against
deficit spending and larger government over the long term
has been much more political sound than effective fury!
The harvested fruit just doesn’t match the flowery
promises and I’m a believer of judging a tree by its fruit.
This sage Biblical advice doesn’t tell us to judge a tree by
its blossoms. Blossoms, although pleasing to the eye for a
short while, have no lasting substance—their superficial
appearance has nothing into which you can sink your teeth.
It’s the same with Republican rhetoric.
Had it not been for Trump issuing his executive orders,
does anyone really believe the GOP, on their own initiative,
would have done what he’s done on so many fronts? You
already know the answer.
No major political party can be that inept, leaderless
and politically disorganized over such an extended period
of time by random accident. It’s clear there’s another more
revealing motive behind this lack of fight and broken
promises. The obvious conclusion is they want the same
as the Democrats—the centralized power of big government… but with themselves in charge.
I recently contacted Mike Shelton, the renowned political cartoonist to get his permission to publish my favorite cartoon. Mike drew the accompanying cartoon in
1997 and it illustrates my point exactly. I added the labels
“promises” and “actions.” The GOP is long on words but
short on action. Good job Mike and thank you.
If my assertion about establishment Republicans is accurate, then they are dangerous hypocrites. They’re undeniably following a disingenuous course of instilling an elitist
oligarchy while ignoring the constitution and their sworn
duty to preserve, protect, and defend its sacred principles.
A Critically Important Exception: I’m confident the
Second Amendment and our armed forces will or at least
should be much more secure under a Republican government than Democrat. Keep in mind, however, it took both
parties to pass the 20,000 gun laws currently imposed on
Americans.
Conclusion: As I write this in June, I’m hoping beyond hope by the time it’s published the GOP will have
turned things around. Stakes are high and I see this Congress and White House as possibly the GOP’s last chance.
If this administration and congress do not fulfill their promises this time after voters gave them EVERYTHING they
asked for, conservative patriots may very likely leave the
party in droves and the GOP will essentially “die” a political death, as it deserves, leaving us with leftist politicians
in charge.
Solution: America desperately needs new patriotic
blood in Washington!
Just the view from my foxhole…
Contact Colonel Dan: coloneldan@bellsouth.net
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Attention SASS members affected by Hurricanes Harvey and Irma

O

~ A message from Artie Fly at Major Photography ~

nce things settle down and your
recovery efforts take care of
the immediate needs, you will
want to start getting back to
normal. For those of you
who have had damage to any
images which Sexie Sadie or I have
made for you over the years, we will
replace them. We have archived files
stretching back to 1993 (digital files from
May 1998 to present). We will replace images
digitally at no charge. See our most
current contact information on
our web site http://majorphoto.com
as our snail mail address changed last
year and our email server may change
shortly (Google Fiber has arrived
in our neighborhood). Call us at
512-447-7504 and leave a message or
email us with any questions or special requests.
We prefer email contact before calling (we use a call
blocker). Meanwhile, our prayers are with you.
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